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Peggy Mace, former wife of George
Mace, vice president of University
relations , is not a Carbondale {lolice
officer. But an auto license plate Issued
to her was used on a car driven by
members of the police tactical squad for
several months .
Ms. Mace said she lost the plate from
her car sometime in April.
Police said they aren't Quite sure how
it turned up on their car .
Police Chief George Kennedy offered
this explanation in disclosing the in cident Wednesday :

When a detective from the tactical
squad needed an unofficial-looking
license plate for a car used in surveillance work, he took one from a
supply he thought belonged to the city .
But it was one 01 the plates that had been
turned in as lost and stored in a desk
drawer.
Kennedy said police had routinely
inquired about the ownership of the lost
plate but because it apparently had been
bought over-the~ounter at a bank. the
Secretary of State's office at that time of
year did not yet have a record of it .
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What happened next is unclear ,
Kennedy said . Since the plate was on the
surveillance car and not with other lost
plates held by police, no further checks
were made to determine ownership.
Kennedy said that since the vehicle
was a police car, he saw few problems in
having just one license plate on it instead of the two required by Illinois law .
The plate was returned to George
Mace Wednesday , who said he will
return it to Ms . Mace.
Kennedy said the police did not know

about the mix-up until someone in the
Secretary of State's office called, saying
a police officer's private car had the
University president's license plates on
it.
.
"We never should have put that plate
on one of our cars, " Kennedy said . " We
think it's a goof but don't think it 's a
terribly bad thing. We don't think it hurt
anybody ."
Ms. Mace said, " It must have been an
accident. I can't think of one intelligent
reason for them to us<: a citizen's plate ."

Student cyclist injured
in campus cycle crash
An injured SIU student. Steven W.
Judy , was semi-conscious when
emergency medical personnel lifted
him onto a stretcher following a
motorcycle wipeout at 6: 20 p. m .
Wednesday on Lincoln Drive.
Judy. a sophomore in electronics
technology from Princeton. Ill.. was
taken to Memorial Hospital of
Carbondale where he was treated for
cuts and scratches and held for
observation because of dizziness.
SIU 'ournalism senior Scott Caldwell,
one of several eyewitnesses to the
accident, said Judy appeared to be

dri ving too fast when his bike jumped a
curb on the sweeping curve -Dear the
Agriculture Building.
SI U Security Officer Mike Thomas
and Sgl. Jerry Brown said there was
found no evidence the r ider was
wearing a helmet when the mishap
occurred.
'
It was the second motorcycle cras h of
the school year; two students were
killed Aug. 21 when their cycle.
traveling in the wrong lane, hit a car
head"{)n on East Park Street near u:wis
Lane. Killed were Daniel J . WamSott
and John R. Bruce, both of Paris. Ill.

Hester claims
Brandt broke
verbal pact
By Joan Pearlman
Dally Egyptian Staff Writer
Lee Hester. Civil Service Employes
Council chairman. withdrew his
support Wednesday of council-approved
salary adjustment guidelines, charging
that University officials violated a
verbal agreement with him and used
" hanky panky" in administrating
lary adjustment.
In a meeting of the Civil Service
Employes Council, Hester said a
"gentleman's agreement" had been
reached Aug. 7 between President
Warren Brandt and other University
administrators to use Plan I as a
guideline in determining civil service
employes' range adjustment.
Plan I called for an increase of range
adjustments not to exceed $50, Hester
said. The council was in favor of the
plan because they wanted as many
employes as possible to receive range
adjustments.
Hester said he has received reports
that civil service employes at the SIU
School of Medicine in Springfield
received range adjustments above the
$50 limit. In some cases, employes
received as much as $90, he said.
" No stipulation was made at the
meeting that the School of Medicine
would be considered on a different
scale," Hester said. "The council
should have been notified of what was
happening. Hanky panky was used by
the administration to ease up tensions
with departments that had complained
about salaries."
There are 1,200 range employes
working on campus. Their salaries are
neither negotiated nor determined by a
prevailing rate. Merit raises for range
employes are based on recom mendations by their department heads
and supervisors.
Hester said the council should also
check into how much money was used
for civil service salary adjustments.
According to a ~rt by the Illinois
Board of Higher Ed
'on, $213,400
had been allotted to SIU or range
adjuStments. Hester said.
figures
he has so far indicate that $1 ,033 had
been used. He urged the counc to fmd
out what happened to the res of the
money.
In answer to Hester's charges,
Donald Ward, manager of Personnel
Services, said the School of Medicine in

Emergency medical aides reached the scene of a
campus traffic accident within minutes Wednesday
night. SI U Security Sgt. Jerry Brown, who
investigated, acknowledged that about 400
motorcyclists, thousands of bicycllsts and
Springfield was not aware of the salary
guidelines when they awarded their
range djustments.
"It was a lack of communication and
not deliberate, " Ward" said Friday.
"The School of Medicine did not
participate in the meeting and the
subject never came to the floor."
Ward said the administration wanted
to get the salary program functioning
as soon as possible so all civil service
employes could receive their salary
adjustments on their Sept. 1 check.
The checks issued to civil service
employes Sept. 1 included their salary
adjustments for July and August.
The range adjustments in SpringfieJd
involve nine civil service workers,
Ward said. The people have been
notified of their salary increase and the
amounts will,.not be changed.
Ward said the School of Medicine is a
se~rate hiring- unit whose funds are
allocated separately. The civil service
employes in Springfield compete in a
different labor market and their salary

pedestrians who compete for right-of-way with
atitanobiles cause the campus traffic dangers. There
are about 100 traffic accidents a month in Carbondale
(see story, page 14). (Staff photo by Carl Wagner)

adjustments are not based on the same
ranges as Carbondale range employes,
Ward said However, Ward said he is
sure the School of Medicine would have
followed the guidelines if they had been
made aware of them.
Civil service range adjustments were
part of a four and one half per cent
salary increase range employes
received July 1.
ACl;:ording to a letter written by
Brandt on July 22, two per cent of the
increase was administered on a
weighted basis, with the great st
percentage going to the lower-paid
personnel.
The average yearly civil service
range salary was computed at $8.000.
Range employes earning more than the
average received less than the two per
cent allotted. Employes earning more
than
received more than the two
per cent allotted.
One per cent of the four and one half
per cent package was used for merit
raises and was to be administered at

the discretion of various department
heads and supervisors.
Ward said he knows many of the civil
service employes Will not be· ~tisfied
with the salary increases. He said he
realizes the cost on the outside is going
up and their salary is not.
"Th'e problem is, the University
didn't get enough money to appropriate
to them," Wartl said
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Economy fint ipue of Ford-Carter debates
WASHINGTON (AP) - Jimmy Carter and President Ford will argue

do~estic and economic issues ~fore a natiolll;ll television audience Sept.

ZI, ID the first face-to-face presldentlal campaign debate in 16 years. The

League of Women Voters and aides to the two major contenders also
late Wednesday that a second debate would be held on foreign
pohcy and defense matters with a third and final session open to allY
ISSUes. Dates for the last two debates were not set immediately.
It was also agreed that Democrat Carter's running mate. Sen. Walter F .
Mondale, and Ford's vice presidential choice, Sen. Bob Dole. would meet
in a single debate. Again, the date was not announced.

~ounced

New airport may cause business boom
SPRINGFIELD ( AP) - A state business leader said Wednesday the
decision to build a new metropolitan St. Louis airport in Illinois could
mean new highways and the construction of manufacturing plants in the
area, similar to what has occurred near O'Hare Airport in Chicago. " This
may get the state moving on some badly needed highways in that area" 1.0
provide access from do town St. Loui5 to the s ite of the new airport , said
Lester Brann, president of the Illinois State Chamber of Commerce.
He said that in addition to the jQ..bs resulting from construction and
operation of the proposed large airporl . he expects bus iness a nd indust ry
to be attracted. " Businesses and manufac turing plan ts ha ve sprung up
a round O'Hare," he noted.

Pentagon announces $5.9 hi Ilion arms sa les
WASHIN GTO (AP ) - The Pentago n notified Congress late Wednesday
that it plans to sell $5.9 billion in arm s to 10 cou ntries. includ ing abou t 2.500
miss iles to Saudi Ara bia and 160 adva nced FIG jet fi gh ters to Iran .
Reportedly on Stat Departm ent orders. the Pentagon a nnounce ment
made no specific
ention of some of the key weapons, including
controversial Sidewinder air combat missiles for Saud i Arabia and the
FISs for Iran.
Administration sources indicat\!d the totals of Sidewinder missiles and
Maverick television-guided air-td-g round missi les for Saudi Arabia were
trimm ed in late-hour, behind-the-sce nes. State Department negotiations
with pro-Israel senators. The arms sa les package, biggest in mem ory .
went to Congress on the last day possi ble. if the Senate and House are to
have the required :J) days to consider the deals before adjourning Oct. 2.
The sales will go into effect unless Co ng ress rejects them .

Mondale wants Libya charged Jor terrorism
LAS VEGAS. Nev . ( AP ) - Sen. Walter F . Mondale said Wednesday that
Libya should face charges in the United Na tions Security Council of
supporting international terrorism . rather than being allowed to assume
the council's presidency on Friday. Ci ting allegations of Libya n
involvement in an attack at the Istanbul airport las t month in which four
persons were killed. and a more recent incident in which an air ine r was
taken over in Egy pt. the De mocratic vice president ia l ca ndidate told a Los
Angeles audience: "It 's a travesty that Libya. two days from now. wi ll be
president of the U. N. Securit y Council. "

Ghandi's constitution plans denounced
NEW DELHI l AP ) - Prime Minister Indira Ga ndhi 's political
opponents of both left and right s talked out of Parliament on Wednesday
and vowed to boycott debate on sweeping legis lation that they said would
turn India into a constitutional di·_latorship. In a rare displa y of unity. the
Marxist Communists joined four major non-Communis t parties in
denouncing a proposed constitutional amendment enhancing executive
powers. They also protested the detention of some 30 opposi tion
lawmakers since the start of a national emergency 14 months ago and
continued press censorship.

.House kills cost-oJ-liring pay raise
WASHINGTON ( AP) - The House voted Wednesday to deny a cost-Qfliving pay raise this year to its own members and also to senators. federal
judges, Cabinet members and other top executive officials. It adopted. 325
to 75, an amendment to the legislative branch appropriation bill barring
funds for the.pay raise. then went on to pass the appropriation bill by voice
vote
The issue now goes to the Senate. which is expected to act on the
appropriation after the Labor Day congressional recess. If the Senate
disagrees with the House action, a confer nce will be needed to settle the
disputed provision. The pay raise, the exact amount of which is still to be
determined. would be automatic Oct. 1 in the absence of congressional
action.
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IllInoIs aIrport sIte Missouri may contest
,

By Paul Steve..
me letters that ·under the statues I did
ABaodated Press Writer
not have the authority" to approve a
. he said.
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Secretary of 'move
Illinois Gov. Daniel Walker, Lt. Gov.
Transportation William T. Coleman Jr .. Neil Hartigan and other state of!iciais
approved Wednesday construction of a
hailed the decision.
new SI. Louis metropolian air~ort in
Walker
called
the
decision
Illinois , but Missouri officials said they
"
thoughtful," one that will " protect the
may go to court to keep the facility on
interests of the people of both Missouri
their side of the Mississippi River.
and Illinois."
Coleman recommended a federal
grant to the state of IlLinois for the
The decision involved two states, both .
purchase of 18.650 acres of farm land
of which a~e strongly interested in
near Columbia-Waterloo and urged that
gaining the federal funds and tax
the new airport be put into operation no revenue from an airport facility and the
later than Jan . I. 1992 .. related businesses that spring up
Coleman said the new airport could be
around i~ . . . , .
.. . _ .
readied for air carrier operations before
Economics ha ve played a major role
then. possibl y fi ve years earlier. if a
in the controveray since It was
joint authority representing Missouri
suggested by some officials in 1967 that
and lJIinois is developed .
Lambert could not accommodate the
The air needs of the metropolitan area
of 2. 5 m illion person s are currentl y area's growi :l.P, air needs .
handled by Lambert St. Louis InThe closing of Lambert Field would
ternational Ai rport . located in north SI.
Louis Count y. After the change over . have detrimental effect in the form of
job
losses. movement of airport -related
Lambert wou ld become a ge ne r al
businesses and loss of tax revenue to the
aviation facilit y.
state
and a rea . supporters of Lambert
Those who su pport retention and
contend .
ex pan sio n o f Lambert. including
Missouri Gov . Christopher S. Bond anC!
F'uther . the y argue . 80 percent of the
vi rtually every other state public of- metropolitan population lives in
ficial. had indicated they will go to court
Missouri a nd would ha ve to travel
if Coleman decided in favor of the excessive dis tances to reach the new
Illinois site.
airoort.
Sen. Thomas F. Eagleton, D-Mo..
ThOse favo r ing co nstruct ion of the
said his first reaction was " that the Columbia-Waterloo facility argue that
decision stands on shaky le~al grounds ." the a rea has less population and thus
St. Louis Co unt y Supervisor Gene fewer persons would be affected by noise
McMary said he was confident a lawsuit and air pollution : that the construction
wou ld be filed .
process would create thousands of jobs
Coleman acknowledged to newsmen and inject life into the area's sagging
a nd area leaders Wednesday that he business industr y. and that the
expects appeals . " I would say there moderni zed ai rport would result in
have been some good lawyers writing
fewer flight de lays.

Indictment names four
in '73 killing, robbery
The 1973 murder of a Carbondale bery in East SI. Louis.
woman and the armed robbery of the
Henry Lee Fleming is serving a 40Elkville State Bank are two of the year sentence for a holdup at the federal
charges included in a three -count
penitentiary at Leavenworth . Kan.
Millender is serving lime for armed
federal indictment naming four
Southern Illinois men.
robber y at the Eddyville State
The indictment does not give details of Penitentiary at Eddyville. Ky .
the killing of Colleen Battaglia, a 22The second count charges the use of a
year-old SIU student. Battaglia 's nude
body was found in the trunk of her green dangerous weapon and a slaying during
Chevrolet at the old Carbondale City
Dumpat the end of North Marion Street.
The indictment charges that the four
She had been shot four times.
James Earl Fleming, Jr .. 29, formerly men conspired in June 1973 to rob the
Elkville
State Bank . Fleming and
of Centerville, his brother, Henry Lee
Fleming , 28 and Tommie Millender, 29. Millender were also indicted for conspirinlO!
to
kill Fisher .
both formerly of East St. Louis, are
named in the federal grand jury
The indictment contains this account
indictment released Tuesday in of the robbery : July 7, Millender
Danville. Robert Fisher. the fourth
commandeered the green Chevrolet
charged was found dead Oct. 22, 1973 in
driven by Colleen Battaglia near her
Pinckneyville.
home at Broc\kside Manor Apartments.
James Fleming is currently serving 8 On July 9, the four men drove the car to
to 24 years at the Menard Correctional the Elkville State Bank and took $11,355
Center in Chester for a 1973 bank rob- at gunpoint.
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Last minute withdrawal ·
throws' board race open
John Arnold, Republican candidate
for the Jackson County Board, has
withdrawn from the race for the 7th
District seat, which encompasses
Southeast Carbondale.
Arnold's withdrawal. via a letter to
Jackson County Clerk Robert Harrell.
came just one day before the deadline
for filing for the County Board election
Nov. 2.
Harrell
possible"
found .to
Democrat

said it is " unlikely but
that a replacement can be
run against incumbent
William " BiU" Kelley.

Harrell said a quorum of Republican
precinct committeemen in the 7th
District would have to m t and select
a candidate who would have to file for
the position with Ibe county clerk
before 4 p.m. Thursd'ay.
Arnold, 29, sales manager for Vic
Koenig Chevrolet in Carbondale, said
he " would really like to run but
circumstances do not permit me to:"
Arnold said he recently moved into his new home south of Giant City School
which is " about a quarter mile" out of
the District 7 boundary.

Poison ivy rampant

Thompson Woods has special treat.
By AIm Schottmu
Daily EgypdaD S&aIf ~rfter '

Walking to class
,
little did this unsuspecting
student know that he was
approaching a patch of poison ivy
that grows along paths in
Thompson Woods. (Staff photo by
Peter Zimmerman)

Waist-high poison ivy has been widespread in Thompson Woods for over
ftfteen years, according to Clark Ashby ,
professor in SlU 's Botany Department.
"I have been here at SIU fifteen years
and the poison ivy has been bad all that
time. It may be a little worse now. " Ashby said.
Poison ivy can grow in bush form up to
ten feet high and can climb up trees and
rocks in vi ne form . Some of the poison
ivy bushes in Thompson Woods are head
high. Ashby said .
Disturbed wooded areas , which many
persons walk through . foster abundant
growth of poison ivy. although all oak
woods have some poison ivy , Ashby said .
The SIU Forestry Department . which
is charged with direct management of
Thompson Woods . has no plans to
eradicate the poison ivy . said Paul Roth .
associate professor of forestry .
"The poison ivy is part of the natural
setting . Students have no business
walking off the paths except for some
legitimate reason - for a class or
research or bird-watching . The people
who walk off the paths are the ones who
~~~" t~~J:r~fdms by disturbing the
The poison ivy is " fairl y well wide
spread. " Roth said , " but there are
places where it is not so thick . People
who go out there for classes - botany

It,. leaf professor

and forestry people - know what poison
ivy looks like and how to avoid it. "
Ashby said that the asphalt paths
wh ich run through Thompson Woods
may be one reason for the wide growth
of poison ivy . Some trees died because
their roots were injured when paths
were raid. The fewer trees there are, the
more light gets to the ground and poison
ivy thrives on light, Ashby said.
Roth said. " The woods are openi~ up
and more light does cause more poison
ivy ."
"Some of the trees had to be taken
down because they were decayin~ and
about to fall down," Roth said. " They
were a safety hazard . Some trees are
lost to natural causes - for example,
lightning struck a tree last winter.'
When the paths were laid. some
grading needed to be done . This also
might ha ve disturbed the area , Ashby
said .
,Most of the asphalt paths were laid on
the ground without much grading . Roth
said . " The asphalt paths don 't do nearly
as much damage as people who take
short cuts and make their own paths . If
people want to s how how en vironmentally concerned they are they
will stay on the asphalt paths."
Roth said that he thinks there are too
many asphalt paths . " but they do
channel traffic and minimize disturbances. just like the roads to Chicago

Clark Ashby, professor of botany, pointed out some
large poison ivy plants -growing in Thompson WocxJs
Wednesday. He said the plants often grow to aver
five feet in height. (Staff photo by Peter
Zimmerman)

channel traffic so people don ' t drive
through cornfields. '
There are more persons taking short
cuts through the woods and wearing new
paths now than there were five years
ago, Roth claimed. " Very few of the
footpaths that are there today were
there five years ago."
One way to eradicate the poison ivy
would be to lower the disturbance of the
woods, Ashby said . This would allow
other plants to-grow and choke out the
poison ivy . To do this. however , it would
be necessary to put a fence around the
woods , which would be impractical.
Ashby said.
" The poisonous sprays that kill P,Oison
ivy kill Just about everything else. ' Ashby said. " You're going to have to pay a
price. "
To get rid of poison ivy in his yard .
Ashby dons a pair of gloves and pulls the
ivy out. making sure to wash up
carefully afterwards . He suggested this
method for Thompson Woods .
Pulling the pllison ivy out by hand
might slow it down , but it would nol
solve the problem . Roth said. He added .
" I would hate to set' how ; lany people
would be over at the Health ';f'rvice with
poison ivy blisters "
"Juice from a broken s tem could
splatter up in som t'one 's face or on their
arms. " he said. "30me people who are
allergic can get it by just brushing up
against it and getting it on their
clothes . "
If Thompson Woods were in an
L~olated area. the poison ivy could be
controlled through "a prescribed
burn." Roth said.
A prescribed burn is a carefull y
controlled . s low fire that burns out all
undesi rable vegetation. he explained . It
does not reach high enough to harm
trees.
A pr escri bed bur n usually benefits
wild flow ering shrubs and ferns because
it destroys the weeds that are choking
them out. Roth added .
Ashby workeu un a resea rch~eci
on poison ivy from 1962 to 1966 . Although
most of Ashby 's work concentrated on
the Pine, Hills area. one of his graduate
students did his thesis on the poison ivy
in Thompson Woods .
The purpose of the student 's thesis
was not to find out how to eradicate the
poison ivy. Ashby said. but " to find out
how it is getting along in the world "
from a botanical point of view. The
s tudent studied how poison ivy was
interacting with its environment and
other plants . The poison ivy was "doing
just fine ." Ashby said.
A weed in Thompson Woods that is
more immediately dangerous than
poison ivy . from a forestry and botanical
point of view . is Japanese honeysuckle.
Japanese honeysuckle is dangerous
because it smothers and kills out other
plants, Ashby explained . Poison ivy does
not.
Japanese honeysuckle can even kill
young trees by growing up around them
and bending them over , Ashby said.
Roth said the forestry department had
the honeysuckle destroyed around the
few young trees that were in danger of
being totally smothered . The Physical
Plant does the actual maintenance. he
said.

Rep. Hays quits House; sex inquiry halted
By Jim Adams
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP l--Rep. Wayne L.
Hays, the once powerful House
who was toppled by a Capitol
Hill sex scandal, resigned from
Congress Wednesda y, effective
immediately .
The House Ethics Committee quickly
term '{lateCl the payroll-sex investigationlB lving the Ohio Democrat by
a vote of 12
grounds that Hays was
no longer a co ressman.
Chairman Jo
J . Flynt D.(;a.,
denied in respo
to a question that
any deal had
n made for the
committee to drop its investigation in
return for Hays' resignation.
. Hays' resignation was read by a
House clerk to members. There was no
c~irman

visible reaction.
"I think he did it to save his family ."
House Speaker Carl Albert said.
The inquiry was on the charge by
Elizabeth Ray that Hays kept her on his
House Administration Committee
payroll only to be his mistress.
The charges forced Hays to resign as
head of the Democratic Campaign
Committee, quit as committee
chairman and then to announce he
would not seek re-election to Congress.
Hays himself asked for the Ethics
Committee inquiry saying it would
exonerate him by establishing that
Miss Ray did committee work for her
$14,000· a . year pay.
But Hays said when he dropped his
re-election campaign three weeks ago
that one reason was "I don' t want to
give that woman a chance to make

another appearance."
There was some confusion about
when Hays actually leaves office.
Hays told Ohio Gov. James A. Rhodes
on Wednesday that he would resign
Sept. 8.
But in a letter distributed by Ilis staff,
Hays said. "I hereby resign my office
as a representative in the Congress of
the United States from the 18th District
of Ohio, effective immediately."
Members of the Ethics Committee,
meeting after Hays' announcement,
said they were not sure which would be
the resignation date.
Before Hays would resign. his aides
pressed for an assurance fll"St that the
resignation would halt the Ethic
Committee's payroll-sex probe against
him, sources said
They said Hays' aides were ready to

submit the resignation letter to Speaker
Albert Wednesday morning but did not
when they learned they had no promise
the committee wculd vote to halt its
investigation.
The Ethics Committee had voted
Monday to begin hearings for its probe
Sept. 16 deSpi a plea that Hays was
too mentally depressed to defend
himself.
Albert d' losed at his regula\, noon
briefing t t Hays had asked the
committee then if dropping his reelection bid would halt the Ethics
Committee probe and was told it would
not.
But Albert said the Ethics Committee
told Hays that the probe would
automatically be dropped if Hays
resigned from Congress because he
would no longer be a congressman.
Dally EgvptIan. ~ 2. 1976. Page 3
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Handling th-e drinking driver
Chris MoenJdI
Daily Ecptlaa SUffWrlter
Drinking drivers are responsible for more than
10.000 auto fatalities annuaUy. Estimates indicate 40
per cent of pedestrian deaths are traffic-alcohol
related.
Six ounces of 90 proof whiskey produces incoordination of movement in a majOrity of persons. It
also creates a six-fold increase in driving fatalities
and accidents .
'

'Viewpoint
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GenderQl change
relative to t~nnis

By Arthur Hoppe
or Chronicle Features Syndicate
The talk in tennis circles is all about Dr . Renee
Richards . a six-foot -two. 41 -year-old player who is
sweeping women 's tournaments thanks to a powerful
overhead. an adequate backhand and a sex-change
. '
operation .
Dr. Richards used to be Dr . Richard Raskmd. a
perennial runner-up. i~ the men 's ove r -J5 division .
Now . what with one t~ and another. she 's a winn.e r .
No one at The Tiddling Tennis Club would question
for a moment Dr . Richards ' motives in having such an
operation. But we 're not at all ure about Fred
Frisbee .
Frisbee returned from his annual vacation and
showed up for our regular Saturday morning men 's
doubles game wearing a blushing pink see-through
chiffon tennis dress with matching lace panties. As
Fred is six-foot-three. weighs 240 pounds and is 48 if a
day. this understandably caused somt' comment. "
"Where did you spend your vacatlon . Fred .
inquired crusty old Doc Pritchgart . " in a closet ?"
\
"Denmark. " Frisbee replied with dignity . .. And
hence-forth kindly address me as Hermione. Beneath
my formerly -hairy chest has always beat the heart of
a woman . At last I have revealed the true me."
" A real winner ." said Doc Pritchgart . nodding
suspiciously.
Doc was right. Frisbee . who had never won a trophy
before. captured the Club's women' s si ngles title in
straight sets .
Fribee's former wife. Felician . bra vely offered her
"total support. " This helped them win the women 's
doubles championship. And even Frisbee 's strapping
son . Fred Junior . admitted. after their victory in the
Mother-Son Tournament. " You ' re a real mother.
Dad."
You 'd think Frisbee would've been happy . But at
the office. where Frisbee had always been termed
"aggressive. perceptive and a fine figure of a man."
fellow workers now whispered that Frisbee was
-··pushy. nagging and nat-chested."
" And that's odd." Frisbee said . " because I haven't
changed a bit ."
Worse yet. at the Club we had to cancel our regular
Saturday morning game on the grounds our wives
would inevitably say. " If you can play with a woman .
why can't you play with me? "
So Frisbee was reduced to women 's doubles where
one's concentration is constantly challenged by diaper
changing . toddler chaSing and intense discussions of
who is having an affair with whom .
No member of the Tiddling Tennis Club was a bit
surprised when Frisbee took two weeks off to grow a
beard .
.• As a woman. I didn 't mind not being able to use the
sauna. the card room or the courts durin&. prime
time." he explained. "I didn't mind the household
drudgery . I didn't even mind getting fired from my
job .
" What I couldn 't stand." he said (and every true
tennis player immediately recognized the ring of
truth at lasO. "was that my game was going
downhill "

Short shots
India' s prime minister. Indira Gandhi. has
requested a new constitution to further limit civil
liberties and
ilion parties. thereby leaving the
world to look on
ist-nation.
H.B. Koplowitz
perts are now coaching
w peanuts at the same
Steve Bauman

Despite the statistics. alcohol content detectors are
inadequate. Breath analyzers measure the amo.unt of
vapor in the breath and not alcohol content 10 the
bloodstream . Blood level tests cannot be administered
without the person's consent.
The Amerlcan society . though . tolerates the high
level of alcoholic consumption . Using alc~hol is n.ot a
problem but abuse which leads to traffiC fatalities
obviously is .
Several countries . s uch as the Scandinavian
countries . have reduced drunken driving by imposing

severe penalties ADd close drl~er surveillance.
Since one-haH ~f the Amencan. la~ enforcement
time and budaet IS already .occupled m attempts to
cut-do~n alcoho~-r~ated !=nmes. a ne~ system for
informmg the drmltlng driver must be lIDpiemented.
Since television ownership is widespread in
America agencies such as Natlonal Hillhway Traffic
Safety Administration and local law enIorcers ~ould
continue to reduce the problem through educational
TV programs.
Unfortunately. mass mediil campaigns in the past
have channeled their efforts into installing fear and
not creatin~ responsible drinking habits .
The public must be informed on -potential risks
involved from different amounts of alcohol consumption. Televised accidents viewed by the public
are ignored because imposed fear doesn't work. A
person informed on the risk potential is capable of
mdependent decision-making behind the wheel.
The agencies must present information in a factual
and objective manner . Correct decisions for
regulating driving and drir_~ing habits must be based
on rational and not sensationalized presentations.
Blood level tests should bt' mandatory. Those found
to be in violation of the law for drunken drivin~ must
attend programs re-educating the drunken driver .

Covert actions not needed In CIA

By Edward P. Morgan
or In The Public Interest
A former go vernment official with impeccable
credentials has come up with a valuable critique on
the Central Intelligence Agenc y and suggestions for
its future operational behavior . without either scuttling it or allowing it to operate secretly as an
autonomous strong-arm . so to speak. of government .
beyond the law.
Writing in the April issue of the prestigious quar·
terly. Foreign Affairs. Herbert Scoville. Jr. asks the
question Is Espionage Necessary for Our Security?
His answer is . not in the way it's been run.
Scoville. now an official of the nonpartisan Arms
Control Assoc iation . held high positions in the CIA for
eight years and later became assistant director of the
Arms Control and Disarmament Agency .
......:.; ...:-:-:.:.:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.;

Gommentary
Scoville starts right out by condemning the dirty
tricks department, as covert actions have come to be
called . "In the current climate." he writes. "it seems
unlikely that they could be kept secret for any period
of time ...
" But even if they could ... . they are not the proper
way for the United States to conduct its foreign
policies . We must combat hostile influences by using
the good qualities of our democratic society. not by
copying the reprehensible tactics of those we are
opposing.
In the long run. this will be far more beneficial to

OOONESBURY

our security than will any temporary local successes
obtained through covert action . Therefore .... I would
propose that this country should henceforth cease all
covert action operations. " as opposed to gathering
secret informatIOn.
Information. he reminds us . "is only a means to an
end and not an end in itself. " Given the remarkable
perfection of satellite photography . improved communications intelligence and open sources . he
believes that "human covert sources (now ) rarely
provide useful intelligence in the military area ."
Scoville notes that Third World governments are
increasing hostile to the West. erecting barriers to
outside inquiry ; thus intelligence operations are
necessary here to sense political motivations and
plans .
He concedes that counterintelligence may be a
" vital tool for combating terrorism both at home and
abroad." But the need is to develop new methods of
guarding society "from violence or foreign subversion
without trampling on individual liberties.
" ... A whole new effort to establish standards and
controls over such operations is plainly needed."
Although he denounces the CIA's dirty tricks. and
thus by implication such wild plans as to assassinate
foreign leaders. and is clearly outraged by its
breaking the law in invading the privacy of American
citizens . Herbert Scoville says it would be wrong to
abolish clandestine operations f"r the" collection of
foreign intelligence.
He offers no specific plan for the restructuring of the
CIA. concluding. however . that " We have no room' for
operations for operations ' sake in our intelligence
structure."
For a former high CIA official to say. critically. that
much . is progress.

by

Garry Trudeau

Sloppy service noted
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MediCaid program needs restructurtng
By Robert Wren
Assistant Editorial Page Editor

Appearing before the Senate Special COI;'mittee on
aging. two New York City chiropractors convicted of
Medicaid fraud said there is little hope of reforming
the scandal·ridden health care program . as "the
system stinks."
Dr . Joseph Ingber . sentenced to five years in prison
for his fraudulent Medicaid practices. claims that
everyone in the medical {Jrofession cheats on
Medicaid procedures . and pointed out some of the
inequities of the system . such as billing procedur~ .
As a result of a Senate investigation conducted by
Sen . Frank Moss . D·Utah. it is estimated that 25 to 50
per cent of the $15 billion yearly federal expenditure
for Medicaid is being wasted .
In the course of the investigation . the Senate team
headed by Moss encountered some atrocious medical
practices. such as turning in a soa p mixture for a
urine sample and having a doctor report the urine as
normal .
Moss himself displayed discolored forea~ at the
hearings which he said was the result of Improper
.
blood drawing .
Naturally. M. Keith Weikel. head of the HEW
Medicaid program said the estimates of a 25 to 50 per
cent waste figure was too high . and lowered it to 5 to 10

per cent. So a figure between 5 and 50 per cent waste
will eventually be arrived at.
But does everyone cheat . as Ingber suggests? His
testimony can be tempered with the fact that he is
admittedly dishonest.
How many cheat is a filnJre that hopefully will be
arrived at in the course of the hearings. But it is

'Editorial
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eVident from the personal testimony of the Moss in·
vest igati ve team that a number of fraudulent prac·
tices exist.
Ten yea rs ago . Medicaid cost the government $1.5
billion. so as the program grew. so grew the abuses .
It is evident that the Medicaid program needs
overhaul from top to bottom . The question is. can it be
overhauled . or should it be torn down completely and
restructured ?
If the financial abuses weren 't enough to consider .
what about the atrocious medical practices that poor
_people have been subjected to . Certainl y Senator
Moss. should he develop an infection in his forearms .
can seek adequate medical care.
But the thousands of poor in this country dependent

on the Medicaid program have nowhere else to turn.
They are dependent on whatever health care the
government can provide.
Though the Department of Health, Education and
Welfare, again in their own defense, said they were
aware of some of the abuses cited this week before
the Moss committee, it is becoming painfully evident
that the~ are ill~uipped to deal with them.
So let s hope the publicity generated concerning
Medicaid abuses doesn ' t die down, that the public
isn't so immune to stories about government waste
that the scandal becomes old news tomorrow.
There's hope for that. inasmuch as the November
elections are approaching, and the poor. if not too
sick, can at least vote, to sa y nothing of the
taxpayers financing Medicaid.
As it stands now . the government appears to be
paying for health care tnat coulo be shortening
hum an lives .
One of .tPe major criticisms of President Ford is that
he has vetoed 55 pieces of legislation in his short
tenure as President: Most of the bills' he' vet6ed Ir.
volved federal spending . So ma ybe he should keep It
up If Congress insists on a ppropriating money 011
health care that essentially does n't exist.
And if the Medicaid program is as mismanag ed il~
the Senate committee suggests . hea ven help th l!>
country If a national health care bill is passed

Exclusionary rule threatens individual liberties
By William C. Willard Jr.
Inmate, Menard Prison
As a relatively proficient jailhouse la~er. I must
take strong exception to a recent article in the
Opinion & Commentary section of the D.E. regarding
the Supreme County's recent ruling on the right to
review state decisions on the "exclusionary rule"
The student writer, Sue Green . who is apparently a
law student as well as a proficient writer , fails to take
into account the history , legal ramifications. and
encroachment of basic individual rights that this
ruling embodies.
Historically, each individual citizen has the con ·
stitutional protections of the right to privacy . as well

shelter for criminals does not stand when the con ·
stitutionally protected rights of the citizenry are at
stake . or police will not, without regulation . guarantee
the protections in the course of their duties .
If the Supreme Court now refuses to review
previously decided state cases involving the "ex ·
clusionary rule ". then in fact and effect the states and
their subordinate agencies can again return to the

unfettered search and seizure practices . and th e
average John Doe Ci tizen loses out because his
protections are seriously diminished .
I fail to see that the court's decision is a step In the
restoration of justice . At best. wi,~ this deci sion . the
Constitution has been severely diminished as to Its
literal meaning . and we step back into the sce na ri o of
lesser rather than more police protecti on.

Gommentary
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as to be free from unreasonable searches and seizures
by the government , or their appointees, and-or public
servants such as police. In the '50s and ·60s. In ·
numerable cases were brought to the court's attention
(for review ) sho~ing blatant abridgements ~f these
basic rights. partIcularly by overzealous polIce With
virtually unfettered diseretion.
Hence. the court set up basic guidelines for the
states to follow in order to protect the rights of the
citizens . Much like the Miranda decision. this puts a
much more articulate burden on the police, FBI.
et.a!.. Prosecutors and police argue that the burden of
the protective procedures thwartedJ'ustice for simple
mistakes made UT the searches an selwres.
The fact of the matter . as the Supreme Court ar·
ticulated. was that the injustices were not mere
mistakes made by arresting officers, but rather .
flagrant rip-offs . Some bordering on entrapment.
Robert Morgenthau, Manhattan DA. substantiates
that police are somewhat reckless when he states that
his conviction rate drop{Jed 25 per cent due to the
"exclusionary rule". e.g . Improper police procedure.
The arguement that the exclusionary rule is a legal

i
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'Concrete' solutions follow thoughtlessness
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By Eric White
Daily Egyptian Staff Writer

Although this isn't a gardening column. I'm going to
talk about grass . . . keep off it. Not the pipe-loading
kind. but the kind that separates sidewalks .
'A phone call brought to my attention something I've
often seen but never really noticed; people cutting
corners in the walk. wearing a path in the grass . And
wherever a path is formed, a sidewalk eventually
appears in its 'place.
My caller. Dick Bortz, associate p
or in oc·
cupational education, put it better whe he said ,
"Pret~ soon the grass is gone and the concrete
grows . •
Bortz cited the example of a tree which 00 e grew
along the path from the Student Center to tile over·
pass. He said a ~th was formed across the grass
exposing the tree s roots. Finally the tree had to be
cut down. and the area paved over.

Wh n I worked for University Park maintenance. I
was on East Campus e~ery day . Again , I never really
noticed how often new sidewalks appeared where
there had been paths and how often new paths would
appear despite the proliferation of sidewalks.
It may be that the sidewalks are not placed where
they should be-that often they do not go where people
ordinarily walk. But it seems people will walk where
they want without considering the damage they cause.

'Viewpoint
Will anything other than making the campus a
parking lot bring the process to an end?
SIU is not. the forest primeval, but'it is about the
greenest campus I've seen. The Univer'sity of Illinois
at ChamD8i~ ; for example, is pretty barren by SW
standards. The trees on .tt¥! Quad were gone Hefore I
came, lost to Dutch Elm disease, but the grass seemed

to disappear before my eyes . It was one of the few
patches of grass on campus which attracted everyone.
The problem is not hordes of people competing for a
spot on which to sit or~lay . There is eno~h room fol'
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walk.
This year, there are more students here than there
have been for several years, ~nd SW's budget has not
kept pace with the higher enrollment.
.
'
Any solution to the problem costs money. Resodding
not only is expensive, but is a waste of time if people
will not change their habits. Paving costs money,
and grass is lost. The erection of fences and
stringing of chains cost money and restricts those

w~r:e~~~~~:t ~e &~io add not only to the
wearing away of grass but to more beer cans in
Campus Lake and other abominations. This is a time
for everyone to be more considereate ' of the people
they share the campus with and of those who will be
here in the future . The beginnlng.of the school year is
as good a time as any for reformatioo.
DIIlty Egyptian. SIptamber 2. 1976. pega S
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Academy helps Jews
realize Jewish identity
By George W. CorD~U
AP Religioo Writer

~~ .StUdent Center Big Muddy

~~~.~d~~~~~~:lt·;iu~9

Free School-Hatha Yoga. 7:3«).9:30
~~ .Student Center MissiS5~ppi

Asina Student Assoc . Meeting. 7:3«).
9 : 30 p .m . . Student Center
Mackinaw Room .
Canoe" Kayak Club Meeting. 7:3010 p . m .. Student Center Saline
Room .
Block" Bridle Club Meeting. 8 p.m .·
10 p .m .. Student Center Ohio
Room .
SIU PomPon Squad" Cheerleaders
Workshop. 6:30-9 p .m .. Arena .
Panhellenic Council Rush . H p.m ..
Student Center Act. Rm C.
Sailing Club Meeting. 9· 10 p .m .
Lawson 141.
Free School-Modern &. African
Dance. :'-8 p.m .. Student Center
Big Muddy .
Grand Touring Auto Club Meeting.
7:3(}'10 p.m ., Student Center ACT
Rm C &. D.
'.
..
Sa luki Saddle Club Meeting . 8·"
p.m .. Student Center Act. Rm A .
Christians Un lim ited Class . 10· 11
a .m .. Student Center Act. Rm A.
Forestry Club Mf'E'ting . 7:30·9 p.m ..
Neckers B 240
College Republicans Meeting . 7 : 30·
10 p.m .. Studenl Cent er Illinois R.
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Sarah
Miles

need.
They
include
technicians ,
secretaries , doctors . teachers.
lawyers. accountants. housewives.
military personnel and others. even
some who are serving prison terms .
Their ages are from the 70s into
retired years .

( AP )

and for what reason . and lbey ' re
trying to fill in the gaps.
That 's the situation described by
many Jews who are enrolled in an
unusual Academy for Jewish
Studies Without Walls . set up by the
American Jewish CommIttee in
cooperation with the University of
Haifa .
In letters to academy offices at
ManhatUln's 165 East 56th St .. the
students
taking
va rious
correspondence courses. ranging
from biblical thought to the relation
of Christianity and Judaism . tell
what motivated them to do it.
Often , it was to gain a more solid
religious footing . an understanding
which they previously had lacked

Kris
Krisloff.rson

4\

:'1

.always knew something was
mlsslng ... my Jewish identity ."
wntes Margaret Ellen Swartz. 28. of
Rochester . N .V .. who says her
wealthy parents abandoned their
religious heritage. Now married .
she says she feels " keenly the need
for a Jewish education " so as to do
"my part to make this world a better
place ."
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and for which they 'd come to feel a
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--------------------------Varsity
No.1 Late Show
Friday-Saturday-Sunday 11 P.M.

UNIVERSITY 4

R.

Cycling Club Mf'E'tlDg . 7:30· 10 p.m ..
Siudeni Cenler Kas ka s k ia &
Missouri River Rooms
Bowling Club Meel ing . 7·9 pm ..
St udenl Cenler Rom a n Rm .
&
Alp ha Kappa P si Rush 'O M
Women weleome. " 7· 10 p .m ..
Horne Ec . Lounge
Int ernational Soccer Club Meet ing .
5·7 p.m .. Sludenl Cenler Act. Rm
A

Rem ole Conlrol Club Meeting. 9· 11
p.m. Sludenl Cenl er Acl Rm B
New Life Center - Open House. 10
a . m .·6 pm .. 913 Soulh Illin OIS
Sireet.

Two SIt clubs
plan fish fry, golf
Th e S l l ' Alumni of Jackson
CounlY and Ihe Sal uki Al hl etic Club
will hold two of their annual evenls .
a fish fry and a golf lournament. on
Sepl 10.
The fish fry will be held al
Evergreen Park and th e gol f
tournamenl wi ll be held a1 Ihe Crab
Dr liard Golf Course.
Tee ·off times for the golf lour ·
nament are scheduled from 8 a .m . to
1 p .m . Entry fee is $6 for Crab Or ·
chard Club non·member. and $3 for
members . Reservation s musl be
made before Sept. 3. Forms may be

6:00. 1:00
Twi· lite

.lAMESCAAN
A NOfV.MN JEWl)()N .
"[\O! I [f\!wr
JOHN HOUSEMAN
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Big Lake
Country Jamboree

r:akt:~ ~: F~t~!~eH~ilumni

VARSITY 2

" Robert DeNiro. A STUNNING veracious performance ."
- RIchard Schlcke/. TIme MagaZine

COl UMBIA P1CTlIRb ""'"",

Joe Stampley

Bake-off contesl
lias bread winner

ROBERT DE NIRO

TAXI DRIVEl{

Top Country Music-Recording Artist

BOSTON {AP I- Lenora Smith of
Ha rah a n . La .. coo ked a " Whole
Wheat Raisin Bread" and won the
$25 .000 first prize in the Pillsbur y
27th Bake·Off contest.
Smith said she dreamed up Ihe
recipe for the loaf . which costs about
65 cents to make. when she needed
whole wheat bread for. a party.
Lois Ann Groves of Tucson. Ariz ..
won a 525.000 prize in the
refrigerated foods category with her
"Caramel Swirl Ring "
with
oomemaile caramel -sauce. '

457'6100
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Southern Illinois No. 1
Country Music Variety Show
presents

Office .
The fish fry will begin al 6 p.m .
Prizes for the golf lournamenl will
be awarded at the fry . Admission is
$3 for adults and $1.50 for children
under ' 12.

DOWNTOW;

0 . . Week Only!

Joe Stampley's Top Hils
Soul Song
Roll on Big Mama
C r y Like A Babv
Billy Get Me a Woma n
All These Things

rn1

.Today: 2:00, 7:15, 9:15

~~

~

SALUKI 1

at
Marion Civic Center

605 E. GRAND 549-5622

Bargain Twilight Show Dally! 5l45/$1.25

on

Saturday
September
Adults 16.00
Children $2.50
No Refunds

25th

Address

I

PlCT~

~

----~~~~~-------~---------

....;---.~

____________________________

1I
I

I

No. of Adults - - - No. of Children _ _ _ _
Amount Endosed
I
Make Cbecb Payable to:
1
Big Lake Coautry Jamboree
I
Box 5Z7
I·
Creal SprlDgs, II; IZI2Z
I

L__ ~!~~~~J~~_~~!~~~~~~~~ __ J·
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AUNVERSAl
5:45 and 8:05

6:00 PM & 9:00 PM

----------------------.--.N~
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CHARLTON HESTON HENRY FONDA
SALUKI 2

60!: E. GRAND

549 .. 5622

HEAP FUNtN. P

MOVIE!

IA MlI¥lII • Ohr lIfO • Mort aJLP
EIUMdl ASIIL£Y • SC..... /UlTlII • s,t.ie IIIW

"THE GREAT SCOUT
AND CATHOUSE THURSD-AY "
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channelS and WUSI-TV channel 16 :
4 p .m:-Sesame Street : 5 p.m .EvenlDg Report : 5 :30 p .m .Misterogers Neighborhood ; 6 p.m .The Electric Company ; 6:30 p.m .Sportempo. the . ports scene at sm :
7 p . m .- Masterpiece Thea ter :
Upstairs . Downstairs . .. Another
Year ; " 8 p.m .-Men Who Made the
Movies . " King Vidor : " 9 p.m .Cinema Showcase. " Spies."
The following programs are
scheduled for Thursday on WSIU
radio. stereo 92 : 6 a .m .-"Today ·s
the Day ; 9 a .m .-Ta ke a Music
Break ; 11 a .m .- Opus Eleven : 12 :30
p.m .- WSIU Afternoon News ; 1
p.m.-Aftemoon Concert; 4 p.m.All Things Considered : 5:30 p.m .Music in the Air ; 6:30 p.m .- WSI U
Evening News ; 7 p.m.-Options ; 8

F(»(

EAST GATE

'''UNT
,..1IIIi_ _ _ _712
457L-.561$

Music Germany : 10:30 p.m .-WSm
Late Night. News; 11 p.m.-Night
Song ; 2 a .m .-Nil{htwatch .

WI DB
The following programs are
scheduled for Thursday on WIDB
radio Stereo 104 on cable
FM . 600AMoncampus : 7:30a .m .Job Clearinghouse ; 10 a .m .-Earth
News ; noon - Hot News . Rachel

~~s~ . ~~'~';hJ~be~se.ari;!:touU::d
Artist . Marshal Tucker : 5:40 p.m .WIDB News; 6: 40 p. m . WIDB
Sports : 7 p.m .- Hot News. Rachel
Welsh : 9 p.m .- Fresh Tracks . side
two of a new album release : 11
p.m .- Job Clearinghouse.

Deadlocks can foil burglars
NEW YORK ( AP I -Burglary
doesn ' t always occur at the other
person's home. E~ y 15 seconds a
home is burglarized in this country
and you could be next. warns the
Insurance Information Institute.
Cylinder deadlocks on all entrv
doors ca n help deter potpntial
burglar.; . says the institute.
Various types of deadlocks are
available. For advic(' on the type
that will do the best job for you.
contact a qualified locksm ith or the

~111111"'" .,ANN THEA TAU
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GO TO NEW 'YORK

'1'111111

I~A'I'li

SII()''''

//:IJ' P.M.

All t •• tt 1/.2S
Would you want your daughter
to marry these men?

police.
On doors with glass panels. s uch
as s liding glass doors . ins ta II
double~vlinder deadlocks that lock
from either side with a key. the
institute advises . Burgla rs are thus
prevt'nted from breaking the glass
and reaching In to unloc k tht' door.
Anotht'r e fft'cllve melhod of
securing you r sliding door IS 10
pla ce a mt'lal Of' wooden rod. such
as a broom handle. inl o Ihe slid ing
jamb at the bouom of the door.

__ ~~~~~!.'2!~~~!,!~!,!~_~Il~~~~~____ _

)!RI- SAil' I. A'I'I~ SII()''''
11:11 '.M. All

f •• If

II.SI

THE MOST EMBARASSING
MOTION PICTURE EVER MADE!
EVEN SEEING IS NOT

BELIEVING

SUNDAY LATE
"""

.

All , •• "

tIll

YOU HAVENl
SEEN ANYTHING
UNTil YOUVE SEEN

EVERYTHING

~

*

Tickets Went On Sale Today-,
'At 7:30 a.m. At Student Cen1er
Central Ticket Office ...

On Sale Tomorrow At All O1her

Locations
Gen Public
SI Y. Students

$l.SO $o4.SO $5.00
$l.SO $04_00 $o4.SO
I 1 11111

I1IIIIII1

tinae •••
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College .breeth
for ,tudi~
in development

fli~

FriencU of Bruce Richmond
Invite you to a reception Honouring

Representative
Bruce Richmond

CHICAGO ( AP) -There are two
m illioo flies at the University of
Chicago and not a fly s watter in

sighl
Technicians are breeding hall-a·
millioo flies every 10 days in the
university ' s fly laboratory , Two
millioo live there in bottles.
They a re used for experiments in
gene tics -bow living things develop
and the nature of the evolutionary

of the 58th Legislative district
~ lavtted Ganw Mldulel J. Howlett, NeD

Ha.rtiau, Alae Db., MJduIeI BabIIa,

Friday , September 3,1976
at the Holiday Inn
Carbondale , Illinois
from 5:00 to 7 :00 p.m.

process.
" Our flies are not ordinary flies,"
says D r . J a n ice B. S p offord .
associa te professor of b iology .
" Their lineage da tes back to 1910.
TIley a re smaller tha n house fl ies
and they have red eyes. Their
techni c al n a m e is Drosoph ila
m e lanogaster. "
The flies mate In inc ubators with
consta nt temper atu res bet ween 75
and III deg rees . If a ny get loose they
are tra pped. If you swat one you
,- ha ve to a ns wer to a sec urity gua rd .
.. :' We ha ve milk bottles wi t h
cornm ea l m ush or c r ushed ba nana
iIi the b<>ttom, " said Les lie J ones.
one of the technicians . "We fold fi le
cards and s tick them In the m ouths
of the mIlk bottles . The nies
manage to get in and go after the
food , but they ca n' t fine their wav
out. It ' s kind of like trappi n'g
lobs ters .
" Before we work on them they
are pu t In an etherizer and are
knocked out. " s he sa id.
Dr . Spofford IS ver y fond of the
Ia bor atorv nles bu t she does n' t like
' flies buziing around hE'r house,
' '1'11 swa t
t hose
w i thout
com puncllon ," s he saId.

Viewpoint
Trying to get the " shutter-bugs" out, Shelly Hacker,
a junior in photojournalism , has her hands full as she
grapples with a four by five inch view camera in
front of Morris Library Tuesday. (Staff photo by carl
Wagner)

CedI Partee,

Paal S,- aDd Adlai Steve_.

DoaatJoa $10.00
Cub Bar

James D. Hollowa"
ChalrmlLD

" A copy of our repon fil ed with ;!1e Sta te Board of
Elections is (or will be ) llIYailable for r urchasc from the
Sta te Board of Elections . Springfield , Ill inois . "

8ROnfERL Y MEETING
FORTY MYERS. Fla. ( AP)
The Brett Brothers of major league
baseball are five years apart in age
but they haven' t play ed much
baseba II together Since thei r kid
da ys. They finally opposed each
other as pros when the New York
Ya nk ees beal the Kansas Cit\'
Royals 6-4 In a March ex hibitIon
game he re.

BlJuL

J~L
Ladies' Night
All Night

Thursday
Cocktails lh price
Stop By After Work
E njoy Our Couc h Corne r
By The Fireplace
.Open 11 a , m . to 2 a . n1523 E . Main Ca r bondall'

Don ' t miss the windup weekend of the 54th annual

DuQUOin State Fair
DuQuoin, Illinoi s (located 20 miles north of Carbondale on U.S. Rt.5])

Friday. Sept. 3
1:00 p.m.-Grand Circuit
Harness Racing
( Purses totaling $30.000,(0)
Pari-m utue l wagering
all races.

8:00 p.m.-'lbe Connie
Stevens Show
with
George Kirby &
The Kids from Wisconsin
Reserved Seats still
available ($6, $5 & $4)

Sunday, Sept. 5

S.I.U. Day

Buses running conti:'llously from
University Center to Fairgrounds
1:. p.m.-Grud OrcuIt Harness RadDg
(Purses totaling $55,000)
Pari-mutuel wagering all races.
S.I.u. '~Dts. faculty and .taff
free with preaenUdoa of
cadon-mlllt pay 15c tax.

Neil Sedaka Show

Saturday, Sept. 4
12:00 noon-Grand Circuit
Harness Racing featuring
The Hambletonian
most pr estigious trotting
in the world.
( Purses totaling $355, (00)
Pari-mutuel wagering
all races.
Reserved seats ( $5 & $4)

8:00 p.m. 'lbe
Nell Sedaka Show
Reserved Seats still
available ($6 & $5)

Monday, Sept. 6
1:00 p.m.-Grud Circuit
Hamess RadDg
(Purses totaling . ,OOO.OC»
Part-m utuel wagering
~1I races.

8:80 p.m.-'lbe
Bobby Vinton Show
Reserved seats still
available at
( $6 & $5)

HousjDg shOrtage
ajj£Cts animals too
By EIbaIIedI ....da
Dally EIYJICWI 8&aff Wrtler

employee. said animal regulations
are adhered to for the most part on
campus. Seventy-seven stray
animal incidents were reported in

Dogs and cats in Carbondale may
have as much trouble finding 1975.
housing as students do..
"Most calls come from offices or
John McGary. manager of Lewis passersby who see dogs chained or
Park apartm·ents. said the complex in buildings for long periods of
is one d the few in Carbondale time. " said Welch.
Welch said 10 dog bites were
which allows pets of any type.
Students who keep pets at Lewis reported in 1975. Eight of the
Park are required to pay an extra animals involved were located. One
S50 damage deposit. refundable at arrest was made in a case that is
the end of the year. Rent is still pending.
increased $10 per month for a dog
Suzanne Stevenson. manager of
and S5 per month for a cal
the Jackson County Humane Shelter
McGary feels abandonment is a said the animal population there
big problem in Carbondale. He said rose to 750 pets in July. an increase
that when he first came here last fA 15O over June.
year. Lewis Park looked like a
Stevenson said many oC these
were pets left behind by students .
kennel.
.. A kitten or puppy looks cute at and more were kittens and puppies

Ilf

RUSH PARTY
Sigma Pi Fraternity
302 S. Poplar
7
Thurs. , Sept. 2

~cG~:~An!\b~[ Ce~ ::~~~t;~~ ~:r;~~~~i~tar::!~ ~s~~

pets home come summertime."
are turned in by people who find
Lewis Park has instituted its own them running loose. Stevenson said
identificatIon' system in which pets the Carbondale animal warden
wear red tags with owner . names refers between .s and 50 pets per
and apartment numbers on them . month to the shelter.
McGary said this protects both the
:':'Many animals that are turned in
pets and the owners.
are sick from being abandoned,
Carbooda1e police and the city unfed and just uncared for ." said
dog warden cooperate with Lewis Stevenson. " Half of these are
Park by doing bi-monthly checks reclaimed. while the others are put
to sleep because 0( sickness."
for lost and stray pets.
Carbondale Mobile Homes . a
Cats are available at the shelter
trailer park north of the Carbondale
Cor a $10 adoption fee : dogs. Cor a
city limits. is another Cacility with
$15 fee. Stevenson said there is an
Illinois law which requires all
allows cats and dogs Cor pets.
Don Beatrie. manager 01 adopted Cemale pets to be neutered.
Carbondale Mobile Homes . said
but these costs are included in the
pets at the park must
leashed al adoption Cees .
all times. 01' they are turned over to
A Carbondale ordinate s tipulates
the Jackso n County Humane that all dogs six months old or older
Shelter.
must be licensed and registered.
Pet lovers on campus are not so 'and that no dog s hould be permitted
a run at large.
lucky. Under a proclamation issued
by Conner S[U President David
The ordinance also states that all
Derge in Feb .. 1973. no animals are
owners must provide their animals
allowed in University buildings with with humane care and treatmenL
the exception 0( seeing'1!Ye dogs and
including sufficient food and wa ter.
laboratory animals.
proper shelter and veterinary care
Sandra Welch. an S[U security when needed.

Canon

Area school personnel
train in placement pilot
By Mary Jo Hovel!
&ucIeIItwrtter

said Richard Boss . the' program's
assistant director anlt proCessor of
vocational education . " be it scho61
10 work. school to school . or school 19
L'le m ilitary."
According to Ramp. some stales
have pa ssed laws making placement
service manda tory in high school
and post high school institution s
Harvey [deus. director of Career
Planning and Placement. will also
be working as principle investigator

Fifteen persons chosen Crom area
schools will be taking part in a pilot
program to train placement per sonnel beginning Sept. 11 a t SIU .
said Wayne Ramp. director oC the
program .
Ramp. a proCessor in occupational
education. said the program has
several objectives including the
identification of specific skills
needed by placement officers. the ;ii~~lt~e r:;3;:mtiyWhti~: i ~I~~I~~
training fA the participants in these Department of Adult Vocational and
skills and the development of Technical Education .
placement centers at their home
The program will consi st oC
schools.
weekly sem inars on campus each
" Placement is a transitional Saturday and a practicuum at the
activity that indicates someone is participants ' schools.
helping a student to make a move ."

On Thursdays

~n~~
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French Dinner Night
French SpeciaHUes
.-Appetizers

Desserts
Wines
Open :30-10:30 p.m.
501 E. Walnut, Carbondale
Call 549-3319 for reservations

LOWEST PRICES
LARGEST SElECTION

,.,,, SotrrItERN lliNois

~FIlM~
~~ 204\\h,fREEMAN·~~QN'ER ·
'-11..7'

~.Ilioris 61901

-

n. .... ~lnan
JIN'S Bar-b-que House

~

10lI0 W. . . . . (IICTQIS from National Food Store)

1/2

illl-

bar-b-qued
chicken

slaw - bread - fries

=:=)

T....s.t. 11~ p.m.
s..n. H pm.

$

18 5

cany-out:
call

54N422

FREE FREE FREE
Ampl~ier Clinic
At Lowell'. Sound Room
1 J .. s. llIinoi.

Thursday, Sept. 2 10:00 a.m.-S:30

p.m.

Daniels band4'gives boogie its head
By Michael P . MWlen
EDtertaiDmenl EdItor
The Charlie Daniels Band (COB )
suffers from an identity problem .
CDB is usually classified as " just
another Southern boogie band." and
thrown in the same class as Lynyrd
Skynyrd. Wet Willie. present day
Allman Brothers and Marshall
Tucker .
CDB 's lat es t album . "Sadd le
Tramp. " is unm ista ka bly Southern·
fr ied. bul COB has som e e lemen ts
that put them JUSI a bit apart fr om
the above m entioned bands .
Despite the fact that the band
bears his name. It is m ore "Charh ..
Daniels ' Band."
Da nie ls' ta lenl
does color lhe band ; he writes most
of the songs; does m eri t of the lead
vocal work; and prOVides most of
the instrum e ntal solo work on
guitar . fiddle and banjo.
But close liste nmg reveals a taut
. under~urrl'nt of rhy thm ic structure
that is the reason Daniels sound so

gOOd.

First not ict.'<l IS the fa el lha t lht'
band employs two drummers . rrt'<!
Edwards and Don Murrav
Secondly. Tom Cra in. Ii,.. band's
other guitarist. is no s louch wilh a
guitar.

~'Review
Finally. key boa r<1 player Joel
DeGregorio works both way s :
fitting in with ba ssis t Charh l'
Hayward and drumm ers Edward,
and Murral' to focm ;on a bundanll\'
vibrant rh y thm S4.'Ctl on. or playi ng
socne livl'l\' solos of hi., own.
COB carillo a lot more than crank
out Southern boogie. which they
lean toward a bit. hUI thev can
combine some fine jaZl in.spirl'd
rhythmic structures with excellent
solo perfocmanres to prnduce a
sound that goes heyond geographiC
classifica! Ion.

The best examples of this fusion
are heard on the title tune and the
bluesy " It 's My Life."
" Saddle Tramp" begins as a
guitar dominated ballad . th e n
wocks its way through rhythm ic
changes into a full tilt jam. Both
Crain and Daniels solo on guitar.
beginning each with tight duets.
Wh ile Dani e ls and C rain get
ntracked . the rh y thm section
hows a brilliance all its own.
Drummers Edwards and Mu r ray.
aided by the Allm a n Brothers' Jal

~~~;~a;;!rdn:~ D~ re~~~~~
pia no set down n owing rhythmic'
st ructurE" for the gUita rl sL~
Piano and d ru ms meandt'r gentl y
from the rhythmiC ma instream . yel
are h eld within 11)(' so ng ' s
boundaries by the solid cooking of
Haywa rd 's bas., . Al the coneiuslOn
0( lhe gUitar sol", . the band reslales
the me lod ic lhem t'. lhen launc hes
DeGregorio on a fine solo of his
own.
None of the solos on 'Sad': :,
Tramp "
are
ove rd o n..
or
overblown; each is tight. s ucci net.
It is an excellently played piece tha t
ca ptures a ll the elements that the
Allm a n Brothers. In their hevdav .
had goi ng for the m .
. .
Whlll' " Saddle Tramp's" lempo
huilds and grows fa s te r in its
course. " U's My Life" begins wllh a
fas t. compact jazz l'xerClse thaI
mellow s int o a ('Ia ss lc b lu .. s
number .
The rhythm section nearly s teal<
the s potlight on "Saddle Tramp."
but on " U' s My Life ." the sea rmg
solos executed by Crai n and Daniels
deservedly becom e the focus of
attention. The song begins with a
j!Uitar-piano duet . s lowly settles into
a blues tempo. then explodes with
Crain's excellently archety pal blues
licks.
Daniels vocal section is followl'd
by a piano solo. then Charlie's s lide
solo first drives the song to peak

intensiiY. then glides i t to
conclusion.
Except for Daniels '
distioctive vocals. the s ong migh t
easily be mistaken for vintage
Allman Brothers .
Though the rest of the album
doesn ' t quitt' reach the peaks of
these two songs . COB does deliver a
large dose of the music that' s been
known to drive " hey let' s boogie "
people to do just that. " Dixie on My
Mind" and " Sweet Louisiana" are
both boogie at Its bes t; hard.
driving rh ythm s with no-s lack solos.
If COB is as good In person as
they are on record. thert' won ' t be
a ny dissappOlntl'd peop le In thl'
Arena the night of Sept. 17.

Any brand
welcome.

of

amplifier

or

receiver-

Factory men on hand to answer all your
technical questions
P~r

measured to 200 watts per channel

Distortion measured down to .01 per cent
Brought to you by ON KYO and

Fall fashions are in at

20%
off
on all suede,
leather

GE'lft'"

and
fur jackets
Convenient
lay·a·way plan

....

....

ThIn., Sept. 2

BlulD~s

WIlle

"Where the accent is always on you."

For Info call : Bill 549-5102
Gary 4S1·21n
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· FM rock fans have a choice

The Keller

.o ..

d.~. .d
Wlitalat
aDd llet.1i to

By Na.ey v........
G. . . . . . . . . . .tWrlter

purpose is stated by servicing the Survey. compiled bt Music
community , entertaining it, and
turning it on to new music," ~~~!~~o~~ a~~~.b:a~~e~:'w~~
SIU studenta can literally "rock revealed Kit Perry, WTAO Station oUIce and the record departments of
around the clock" on or of( campus. Manager.
local sotres _ "We want our comProviding the necessary music Z4
The station's Connat, which Kit mlDlity to \mow that their ideas and
hours each day, are five FM radio
preCerences are considered _ Our
stations : WIOB (104 cable FM ; ~~r:tu~e,~~ ~~S~I~~ n;>~e a r~SI~
=~n~~~y ~~~~~~ew~os:.
simultaneously heard in campus
and dorm buildings on 600 AM), ~~~~~:::t~~. ::~I~ h~~e:~ munity ," Potts said.
News is reported hourly. Featured
WTAO (105 FM ), WCIL (101.5 FM) , Corum, " The Tea Show ," has in WSIU (92 FM ), and WEBQ (100 troduced guest speakers suc h as newscasters include Howard Cosell,
doctors. a marriage counselor, and Keith Jackson and Frank Reynolds.
F;M~ated in University Park, off Cood coop operators. The program is " Feedback " runs Crom 1:00 p_m . to
the SIU campus, WIDB cable FM is scheduled Crom 9 a.m. to 9:30 a .m .. 1: 50 p.m . The" Feedback" interview
format allows cal1-in participation
owned and voluntarily operated by Monday through Friday .
the SIU students . The album"We avoid using superlatives such at the previously listed WCIL
oriented rock station plays a as 'great' or 's uper . ' We don ' t number . A variety of topics are
"balance oC new music mixed with editorialize. " Kit said. Commercials covered_
older, more popular songs which are are similarly structured , as they
Affiliated with the SIU Radiobasically progressive," stated Tom emphasize inCormation. Skits_ funny Television Department. WSIU ofThaviu, WIDB chieC engineer. characters. slogans and jingles are fices are stationed in the Com Features oC the station include a jazz avoided .
munications Building.
show on Sunday, Crom 7 p.m . to 11
" WTAO has an interesting news
" We provide the radio technology
philosoph y. We don 't read rapes. student with excel1ent facilities and
~~;i~u~Vrnm~:~~~~e~~:O~c~ murders , or trarric accidents ." the opportunities to tum learning
p.m. to 11 p.m . " The Soul En - According to Kit, "The news that we into practical experience." stated
tertainer" provides 15 continuous pursue is what people can control. Kenneth Garry : WSIU manager and
hours oC black music beginning at 4 We don 't want to repeat news . We SIU faculty member. "Our facilities
p.m . 011 Sc:Itu.rday . WIDB remai.n s can ' t report everything, so we and opportunities are not limited to
the only station in Southern millOis choose to report news that people Communications students :' Garry
can do something about. "
inter jected.
;:~:c~~a~~r~~:~e:rt~ iSa t~\~~~ Music'J@quests may be phoned in
WSIU is easily identified by its
staCr.
anytime at 687-2000. Questions block -variety forma t. Throughout
" We're a volunteer station-more directed to " The Tea .:rime" guest the da y. times are allotled during
orientated to what's popular and >peaker are also phoned in a t that
which a particular type of music is
consistent with SIU students. This is number.
playe d . Classical mu si c is ex evident in our stafC's altitude . Most
WCIL . located in downtown tenSively featured
are volunteers without payor class Carbondale. began broadcasts in
A rock format is broadc ast
credit. The students run WIDB to 1946 as the lirst FM radio station in Monday through Frida y from 2 a m
learn. apply what they have learned. Sout hern Illinoi s . . ' We provid e to 6 a . m . on "Nightwatch . " " Ap and perfect their technique . We 're music that appea ls stronjlly to an 18 proxim a tel y 12 hours are devoted 10
proud oC WIDB ," said Larry Davis. to 34 age group. We don' t want to be fine a rt s and public service. while 12
WIDB general manager and sa les strictly top 40. We're geared to the hour s is later de voted to can ·
manager .
preferences of our community Our lemporary mu si c ." Garry com ·
WIDB is heard in the Student music appeals to thier interest s." mented .
Center and dormitories . WIDB cable s tat
Kevin J . Potts . WCIL -FM
A booklet com pri sed of the WSIl;
FM may be acquired in Carbondale operauons and program director .
from the cable television service.
" Direct involvement with the program sched ul e and program
News is broadcast hourly . Music station is promoted through con · descr iptIOn s is availab le at the
WSI U offices
~~ue~~yar! i;~:~~nlntoat~t~~a~i~~ ~~~~S~n tOU~n:;"u~~~6e~~i~;t ~~r;;::
WEBQ -FM. s tationed in Harris 53&2363 .
mentary . and contacts with Car - burg, provides "a contemporary
During an hour at WTAO-FM in bondale record stores." remarked rock format that is totall y
Murphysboro , one might hear Dennis Lyle, WCIL sales manager . automated by TM Productions in
country-Colk , disco . blues. jazz or old Music requests are received on the Dallas, Texas." according to WEBQ
rock'n 'roll music . "We don 't pick " always open" 457-3331 line .
Manager, Larry Walton. A music
our music oCC the charts. We aren 't
Another feature of WCIL , unique request line is continuously serviced
interested in what is selling . Our to Southern Illinois. is the WCIL-FM at 252~.

Dana
Clark

. 9:»-lUO

IOUTHERn
reltaurant
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7 Da~ A Week

6:00 A.M. Till 9:00 P.M.

Breakfast - Lunch - Dinner
This Week

Cheese Omelet
Includes toast, jelly
and coffee
only

$1.59

Good thru Sept. 3. 1976

220 S. Illinois A venue

BACt&1AN SNACKS
3 oz. Jax c.... TwIN
6 oz. Thin PretzeIa Stlx or Logs
Reg.

39c

S
A
L
E

Broil Extra Juicy
HarrDurgers 1 to 3
,...,.. to Taste
Reg. ~15_99

3 ~R 1 00

"Io.,ie
250 Round Type

TOOTH
PICKS

E"eready

"e" or

roo-,,_Mo".rer,."

CLOTHES
LINE

"D';

BATTERY
"2-PACK"

1 49
KLEER-VU ALBtJMS
Protect Your
Photos SALE!

36 Ben
Reg. 1.89 PI(

1 33

13 9
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Carter-Ford reps arguing
on grOOiid rules for debates
.

By Lee.Bynl

series of four broadcast debates .
have
the
DemoCratic
and
Republican nominees argued
WASHINGTON ( AP ) -Jimmy directly with one another ..
Carter and President Ford neared
Carter already had disclosed .
agreement Wednesday on the . following the fIrSt meeting between
ground rules for the first face -to- the ~o camps last Thursday •. that
face presidential campaign debates tentative plans called for a senes of
in 16 years .
th~ d,:bates . each 75 minutes long.
Representatives for both sides beglDDIng the third week of the
appeared optimistic that the subject month. .
.
matter . number and timetable for
But the tOPICS, al?Darently , stili
the proposed confrontations on ~ open to consl(ierable wrannational television would be set by gling ID the session Wednesday .
Ford wa~ted to open the debates on·
evening .
Bargaining teams for the two the subject of defense, ap area
major candidates met with officials where he feels he can score ID light
of the League of Women Voters of Democratic attempts to cut the
throughout the day in what was Pentagon budget. Carter, on the
unoCficially billed as the final round other hand, wanted to open up over
of talks to iron out the format of the the issue of presidential leadership..
debates, which Ford and Carte r
The importance that both sides
embraced in principal last month . attached to the opening debate
William Ruckelshaus , a chief doubtlessly reflected the lesson of
negotiator for Ford, replied " We the KennedY· Nixon meetings . Then .
hope so ," when asked during a lunch acco rding to most analysts . Ken ·
break if a sett lement were near . nedy came off best in the opening
J od y P owell, pr ess secretary for se.ssion and Nixon never quite
Democrat Carter , nodded and sai d ~overed despite dOIng well tn the
" Could be ."
subseq uen t program s .
The League of Women Voters got
Not since 1960 , when John F .
Kennedy met Richard M. Nixon in a clearance Monday from the Federal
~ ~ Writer

The Fass
welco~es

back a
great band
for your
partying
pleasure.

EJection Commission to sponsor and
finance the debates . which could
cost $130.000.
While his representatives were at
the bargaining table. Carter, at his
home in Plains , Ga ., acted to
remove a potential obstacle by
asking the Democratic National
Committee to withdraw its legal
challenge to a related Federal
Commun ica tions Com mission
ruling .
The F CC held last year that
debates and presidential news
conferences were exemDted from
the equal t ime standard that
requires broadca sters to treat
separate candidates with virtually
the same coverage.
.
The Democratic committee had
petitioned the Suprem e Co urt to
disallow the exemptio n on ground
that it would give the President free
ti m e during a campaign . But whil e
Carter said he agreed that the
decision on news con ference s is
" inherently unfair, " he asked that
the com plaint be withdrawn because
that issue and the proposed debates
"are so intertwirred that it is im ·
possible at this time to distinguish
bet ween them ."

Roadside Band
9-1
in our Biergarten
( Weather permitting)

strike It Bich!
at

Carter's plan criticized

Ford: troops should stay
~'!~~~rI~

White House officia ls said Ford
r .
was referrt ng speCifically to Ca r ·
WASHINGTON lAP ) - PreSident.. ter 's proposal last m onth that most
Ford o n . Wednesday, sha rpl >' U.S. troops in South Korea be with ·
CrttlCIZed Jimmy Carter s proposal drawn co mpletely ove r a four or five
to gradually Wit hdraw so m e year period . Ford . in hiS speec h ,
Amertcan troops from Korea. opposed " u ilateral phased with saying , " We cannot la y do wn o ur drawa!. "
arms in the si mple h~pe that others
As for defe nse s pending . Fo rd
Will follow our lead .
. .
sa id . " Cutting the muscle out of
The PreSident also sa id tn effect Ameri ca 's defenses is nOI the best
thaI Ca rt e r was w ro ng when he way to insure peace. It is the best
questioned the com ba t readiness of way to des troy it. "
th e Nalton al Guard and Crt tlc lzed
Carter has said "i mpr oved
propon e nt s of reduced defe nse ma nagement techniques " could cut
spendtng.
$5 billion to $8 billion from Ford 's
Ford 's verbal salvos drew strong
applause from the audience of 3.000
persons attending the National
Guard Associa t io n annual con ·
·ference . His si x· minute speech was

:tr~~~~ei~~t~ 8a~f!~~~~I~vt~,:::~,
at the end .
Ford did not m e ntion h is
Democratic presidential opponent
by nam.'! , but sai d : "There are those
in this political year who want to
withdraw our troops from t hei r
positions oversea s .
" The voices of ret real talk about a
phased withdrawal. They talk as if
our defenses won't be weakened if
we only d ismantle' them one brick at
a time , They are wrong,
"The world is st ill a dangerous

r:~~~ ·Iin·;eo~ap/~~'::.rrr:;o;::'et~:
~:;,s:.~.v~o~J ~afdeedom here at
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" has never been stronger or better
prepared to meet a ny challenge to
this nation's safety and freedom . I
intend to keep it that way "
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"
free 2 oz. bottle of Arabesque COIogne~, .

And . . .

A stir}' about SJU 's informational
exhibit at the Du Quoin State Fair
m Page .7 of the Daily Egyptian
Tuesday was incorrect on several
points. ,
Area Services. the office under
whose !\uspices the exhibit is being
shown. is not a new program but
has been in existence for some time
~trary to the story-was not
"aeated" by University Exhibits.
University Exhibits created the
muJti-screen slide and sound show
which has been a feature at the fai r
for a decade and is not, as the story
said. in its second year there.
The domMype building housing
the show is not mobile and there are
no "mobile domes " [rom SIU-C
touring northern and central
Dlinois. The presentation lasts 20
miootes. not IS, according to Chuck
Daugherty of University Exhibits.

Is now

In

reco rd defense budget of over $100
billion.
Ca rter . after a meeting last month
with defense policy advisers.
questione d the Natio nal Guard ' s
readiness and the quality of t hei r
weapons . He said ational Guard
units in some states are " shot
through with politics."

R.N.'. and L.P.N.'s
0.1 Supervisor
R.N. Night Supervisor
Excellent fringe benefits

Memorial Hospital
P.o. Box 48 1
Carbondale, IL
Send resume or apply in person at:

Personnel Office
M.-F.9-4
An Equal Opportunity Employer'
QUAUIY au aUICI,
TICHNICAL. SCHOlARlY

lOOkS AI SAVINGS OF
5ft TO 15~ OFF ORIGINAL.
PUIIJSHB) PIIICU

Ticket time

SALE!

Etta Kelly, SIU Parking '· Division Meter Attendant,
tickets cars behind Communication Building
Wednesday that dcft't have current parking stickers.
The 1975-76 stickers expired Tuesday, Aug. 31 (Staff
photo ~y Carl Wagner)

W
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"Cooking Plain" contains
19th century recipes
By R . Scou Voigt
Student Write!"

Pure food cookery of 19th century
Southern Illinois is the s ubject of
"Cooking Plain" . a new cookbook
by Helen Walker Linsenmeyer to be
released by SI U Press in late
September.
Naryly 300 recipes employing all
natural ingredients ( no synthetics of
any kind) are included in the book.
which also offers cultural and
historical insights into the lifesty le
of early Southern Illinois residents.
Linsenmeyer a resident of Grand
Tower and a native of Southern
Illinois. sa id she has always been
interested in pure food cookery and
collected mast of the recipes in the
book from family and friends .
" Many of the recipes are from
family collections and many are
frUn my own memory as taught to
me by my mother." she said.
Cooking influences from many
cultures. among them New England
and European. may be found
throughout "Cooking Plain ".
However. the most prominent
influences are German and EnglishIrish-Scotch from which Mrs .
Unseruneyer is descended.

,
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SU8.JEClS BY THE DOZENS.

Linsenmeyer said that foods of
19th century Southern Illinois had to
be preventative and healthful since
life for the settlers was ri~orous .
" Housewives had to work with
whatever they had on hand." said
Linsenmeyer. " This meant cooking
,uith animal fats rather than the
ve getable oils available today and
using nuts. fruits and herbs
indigenous to the area." she said.
"Cooking Plain" includes

~ons

on beverages. soups. meats. maln

dishes. wild game and fish . _
vegetables. desserts. pies. side
dishes. dumplings . noodles .
stuffing. bread cookies and cakes.
Linsenmeyer has also included
sections on drying. butchering. and
curing meats; drying fruits and
vegetables; cooking with herbs.
spices. roots and weeds; and a
special list of helpful household

BOOK- STORE
710 South Illinois

i J M USIC
o LANGUAGE S
r 1PSYCHOLOGY
o HISTORY
[J SOCIOLOGY
[J ART
o ECONOMICS
o PHILOSOPHY
[J MATHEMATICS
o EDUCATION
o SClENCF
o HEALTH
o SPEECH
o LAW
o ECCtOGY
o TRAVEL
o POLITICAL SCIENCE
o RELIGION
o BUSINESS
o MEDle AL
o ENGINEERING
o lITERATurn:
o MORE. MORE . MORE
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Black Affairs Council
will have its first meeting

Thursday, Sept. 2, 1976 at 7:00 p.m.
in the Mississippi Room of the Student
Center.

, S,TEAK NITE
at
THE BENCH
for one or two

.

1\

All interested students are asked, to attend. - \
Member organizations please send two ( 2)
representatives.
Nominations will also be taken for the
pos~ion of Editor.

Fema~ir

Force jet pilots
coultlbe off and winging fall
8y DI.ae Rowlaad
Auocillted Press Writer
WILLIAMS AlR FORCE BASE,
Ariz . (AP) -Women bave been
trading in their aprons for attache
cases and bard bats for some "years,
but this fan will be the first time

~p~~~~~r.~~fi~~::

flight suit.
With it they'll get extra flight pay
and the chance to be the first female
~l~r:ee rooS!~ to soar into the
But it won't be any powder puff
derby, say officials at Williams Air
Force Base, the site selected by the
Air Force to train the nation's ilrSt
women jet pilots.
They'll be treated exactly like the
guys, will have to meet the same
standards and do the same work ,
said Capt. Royetta Marconi , an
officer in tbe base mental health
center who has her private pilot's
license and has been assigned as
liaison officer for the first 10 female
pilot trainees .
.,
That liaison post is one of the few

special preparations being made at
Williams for tbe female officers .
Others, Capt. Marconi said, are
cutting flight suits, gloves and
helmets down to size, but that's
about it.
The first ll-month course will be
limited to 10 officers already on
active duty, but that restriction will

~~ba~be~t L:k~~~i~i~~r P~~I\~

information officer .

tr=~;e~ ~4~~~,~i~ ~i~Sil~

~c~~~t~~or navigator classes in

Some of the 30-40 men entering
basic flight training currently are
active duty officers , Lake said, but
many come straight to pilot school
from college.
the Air Force move toward full
integration of women in the picture
began in 1972, when the draft ended
and the need for volunteers in·
creased , Lake said . Since then ,
there bave.been female nirphlJ'le
mechanics and fuel chiefs , as well as
military policewomen , nurses and

secreta ries.

w!~~ n~~~rlt~~~ne~~:~od~~~~
Auxiliary Pilots flew noncombat
missions .
"The Navy has been training
women pilots for about one year, but
only in propeller aircraft," said
Capt . Marconi .
"And the Navy women pilots I've
talked to all say the same thin~:
they need to be treated exactly Irke
the guys ."
There will be one distinction. The
women will not be qualified to fly
combat aircraft , since women are
still prohibited by law from combat
missions, according to Col. Carl G.
Bailey, deputy commander for
operations at Williams.

Trouble spots iii Carbondale traffic
to be pinpointed by state's computer
A computer in S!lringfleld may
mue Carbondale s treets a little
safer.
Records of traffic accidents and

t~ir 11~~~i:: W~le~~:\::*~ m~r
Transportation memory banks m
Springfield, a llow i ng a cross
tabulation or the data to determ ioe
when, where and why accidents

hatr.:~ondal e ha s an accident
problem out of proportion to the
city' s size and population, Police
Chief Geor ge Kennedy said.
From August. 1975 through June
or this year, Carbondale s tn't' L,
have been the scene of morl' than
1,000 accidents, police announced In
July, an average of 100 a month.
The computer system, which city
oCficials say will be in operation by
the end 0( September, is aimed at
helping the police and the Public

Works Department to find and
eliminate high accident locations.
" It's not going to give us anything
we can' t already gel. but it's a time
saver ," Sgt. William Rypkema
sa id Rypkema recently attended a
special
traffic management
institute
at
Northwestern
University. His 9-month schooling
cost city taxpayers S:aJ,OOO.
Ry pkema said the city would not
be able to benefit from the program
for three to s ix months.
B e for e thI S r ece nt ac tion .
Carbondale fi led accident reports
with the state, b ut did not label or
code city streets in a way to ma ke a
cross-tabulation possIble.
Earlier this year. police sa id 17
intersections account tor 34 per cent
of the accid e nt s i n th e c It y.
Unive rsit y Mall and Ma ID Strl't't.

House panel postpones
parimutual betting bill
By Tom Seppy
AP Spona Writer
WASHINGTON (API - The House
Rules Committe has postponed and
virtually killed legislation to outlaw
interstate parimutuel wagering on
horse ra ces.
- The panel, the so'i:8l1ed traffic
<ilp which controls the flow of bi lis
between committees and the House
noor, voted by voice vote to
postpone considl'ration of the
measure until Oct . IS, almost a
week agter Congress is expected to
adjourn for the election campaign.
Rep. Joe MoakJey , D-Mass., a
ru les
committl'e
member ,
recommended delaying a vote on
the legislation until the committee

anyone the check
... because we
only look expensive

Tonig t's Special

a Dinner

$2

Oakland Avenue and Main Street
and South Illinois Avenue and Mill
Street are the intersect ' ODS where
the highest number of accidents
occur.
Polrce said the main causes of
traffic accidents in Carbondale are
following too closely, driving too
fast for conditions and failing to
yield the right of way.
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iD butter - .erv~ul with
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Try the Fa.s for somethiDg differeDt

MR. NATURAL1S FOOO STORE
We have been supplying the Carbondale
Community and Southern lllinois for
&EVEN YEARS
with good natural and organically grown
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The Fa.s sburger
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extra_vagant

w / gcrIic

-9 p.m.
MOD.-Sat.

eo",. 0" by I"d ch.ck u' out It

received the report of the Na tional
Gambling Comm ission.
The House Commerce Committee.
by a vote 0( 18-7. approved the
legislation June 25 to ban inters tate
off-track wagering. The measure
would exempt
the c urrent
agreement between New York and
Connecticut for the length of the
contract between the two states,
April :Jl, 1982.
Rep. Fred B. Rooney . D-Pa .. chief
sponsor 0( the measure, urged the
Rules Committee to send the bill to
the floor in order to protect what he
called an important industry which
has a $&billion capital investment
and pays $600 million in taxes.

look

Lasa

from 11 a.m.

To get in the program , the women
will have to meet the men ' s
minimum physical requirements '
including not being more than 27 '2
years old or less than 5-feet -4-inches
tall .
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*The best in folk
music
*free Pe~nuts & Popcorn
*Heppy Hour
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- 7:00

*Lunch Speciel: Jumbo hotdog
end e dreft ... 60c
*The fin~st cocktlils, import.d be.r
Ind wines

Some JPecialists blind to new
sighY'straightening technique
r

- By ROIer GUion
Associated Prell Writer

LOS ANGELES (AP )-Specialists

are straightening patients ' eyes the
way orthodontists brace teeth, but
not aU doctors see eye to eye on the
controversial new procedure.
The techni9ue , called or ·
thokoratology , Involves treatment
with a series of special pressure-

~~:I'yc~~!~~e~~e~:Signed

to
Some doctors are calling it
preventive med i cine . Others are
worried the treatment could be
permanently harmful and onl y
temporarily helpful.
" Historically. we 've always had to
wait for a problem to develop and
then do what we could to alleviate
it. " said Dr . Stuart A. Grant. the Los
Angeles optometrist who helped
develop the special lens. " But now

we have an actual preventative. U
we can stop problems before they
develop. people won't have either
the expense or the trouble later."
Orthokoratology is designed to
help persons with reCractive
problems- near-si~htedness.
Car sightedness or stigmatism . Grant
estimated that most oC the 100
million persons in the United States
who wear glasses Call into th ese
categories.
In ort hokoratology. a person
wears a succession of graduated
contact lenses. each eye pressing
the cornea a bit more toward its
proper curvature . The e yes arl'
reshocked every six weeks and new
lenses are prescribed as the curvl'
improves .
The treatment normally la st two
years and costs about $1.200. he said .
Gra nt said the technique can
be neC it nearl y e veryon e with a

JInmy Cer18r
Alan DIxon
and
Bruce RIctIl110llId

reCractive problem _ " The only
question. " he said . " is to what
degree we can help. That depends on

..... JOW help
Vokmeer tor ow ......1Ian
drtve

Call

~;~:1na t:~~~~~:t.~ when he
Delores Walsh. administrative ,
director oC proCessional services Cor
the Jules Stein Eye Institute at
UCLA . said orthokoratology is not
recommended " because it may
prove harmCul and is not
permanent "
Dr . J e rome Pearlman . an
associa te
professor
oC
ophthalmology at the center. added .
" The ph ysiology is unsound because
onc e you remove the lens. the
cornea will revert to the same shape
it was beCore. Optometrists think it
is perCectly safe but when people run
into trouble the y come to us
ophthalmologists ...
o rt hokora tologis ts disgree . citing
severa l successCul cases .
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Exams causing ulcers
a#

Competition fierce in Japan's schools
TOKYO (AP I- About hair of
Japan 's jun ior high school pupils
spend their arter-school hours going
to another school. to learn to pass
the tests to advance 10 the " right "
higher schools and eventually the
"right " job.
Education ministry offic ials say
the y don ' t know how ma "l after hour schools. called " juk1J" there
are in Japan bec asue they a re " not
legally recogn ized inst itutions ."
But a recent poll in a city near
Tokyo showed 52 per cent of s ixth
graders. 61 per cen t of seventh
graders . 53 per cent of eighth
gr aders a nd 57 per cent of ninth
graders a ttend such schools. Two
out of 10 junior high school pupils
take addit ional lessons at home
from pri vate tea chers hired by their
parents. they survey showed.
Tho s(' who r ise to the highest

Requiremen ts Cor en tering lriye 's
juku include c1ose-nopped hair . a
pledge. " I want to into ( X I high
school. " an initiation Cee of 30.000
ye n (SI 00 ) and 10.000 ye n 1$33 1
monthl y tuition.
Its program is s partan and
thorou g h. Ju s t befor e entranc e
exams. the students are housed in a
hotel for la s t-m inute cramm i ng .
Iriye takes personal responsiblility
for training them da y and nigh t
Th en he charters a plane to tak('
~~~~ t o the high schoo l they seek to

exams . Iriy e shouts to his students .
" Everyone will pass . Never Corget
to fight to the end. Fight . fight. "
So far thi s year. 30 per cent of his
s tud ent s ha ve gained entranc e to
high schools Camous Cor their high
rate of a dmi ss ion s to pr estig ious
uni versities.
Meanwhile. a med ical resea rch
gr oup i n Asa hika wa . Hokk ai do .
J a pa n's northernm ost main island.
sa id it found that of 25 childre n who
suffe r ed sto mac h ul cer s oVl'r the
last two yea rs Crom heavy menta l
stress in cra mm ing. most go to a
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small group of elite universities. and
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TIE ONE ON

you

prestigious high schools. This makes

~~I~':h~kae; or~~:~~~~r::it~~~i~~
110 million people.
The ordeal is primarily for boys
since Japanese business and
government are still mainly a man 's
world .
Harue Yajima . 35 . mother of a
firth grade boy who attends a juku.
said, " Though I oppose the com -

Free Scarf

I:~tit~~ ::;~ifr'~~~:lrs~~Seitt u~

~~i~~~~P:~~ c~~r ~~~e~ ~ ~~~

cess.

~~f;!~\~a~r~~ic~Z~nas~
nothing about it." she added.
.
Her son. Goro, who has a home
tutor besides attending the juku,
said. " Since I started going to the

tc;.r:
Tt:'u':!d'::"~{da.~,
and Saturday with

."In

the purcha.e of any
or .weater.
Our Fall 1976
welcome to you.

jbl'i.~ ~t. g:;:~:t~r~usiuid~~t have time to play."
. Juku sessions are usually are two
hours. twice a week. with tuition
averaging 5.000 yen ($17 .50 ) a
month .
"I think the recent prosperity of
juku is an inevitable consequence oC
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Japan.
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Three young boys stir a sandy brew in the play area

A business minded couple computes
finances-octa cash register. The register
is one of the grown-up Items the
preschoolers can play with.

outside the Home Econcmlcs

Bui:~ing.

•
campus preschool
Children work at play In
By ClIIU Momidl
Dally ElYJIdu Statr Writer
How long has it beeA ince your
only educational goals were to
fingerpaint . to learn to jump

~~~~r!~~ :~~~~ ~~~ny~~e ~i;~~
to learn be<:ause it was fun'
On Monday mornings . 20 wide ·
eyed boys and I!irls invade the
Child Development Laboratory in
the Home Economics Building .
After investigating piles of puzzles.
wooden trucks. and paint easels. the
morning session of 3·year · olds
settles down to meet their teacher .
Linda Buffington.
Their day . which begins a t 9 a .m ..
opens with free play. Since the
Laboratory incoporates the use 01

both indoor and outdoor interes t
centers for the children . several
children swing on swings outside as
others dress in play costumes inside .
BUffington. who is a Child and
Family graduate student. says .
'Play is a child's work. In · the
preschool they learn socialization .
sha ring with their classmates .
m~ic . art , colors. and shapes" .
Their school. which ends at noon.
includes singing in large groups and
pla yi ng in smaller groups . Before
leaving they eat a lunch supplied by
the preschool. After more free pla y.
they go home .
At predsely 1 p. m. sounds created
by 20 pairs of the little feet again
.(ilis the preschool. The afternuon
session. tauj(ht by S h ; l~ R'ld Family

graduate Janice Nakashima. is for
4-year"1llds f.rom Carbondale and
surrounding areas.
Becky Baril. dressed' in a blue and
yellow ballerina tutu she found on
the costume rack . says she IS in her
second" semester" of school. Last
yea r she a ttended the morn ing
session .
Sitting cross· legged on a white
carpet in the back of the classroom.
4·year-old Rachel Meddin tries to
cut heart ·shapes from a piece of
blue construct ion paper with round
lJpped scissors.
When ask ed what s he hopes to
learn at school this yea r . Becky
says. " I want to learn to jump real
high because I like to jump". In·
dicating a two· foot -goal with her

hand. she adds that last year she the subject theme into ~ activities
of the week "
learned how to somersault.
The afternoon session is similiar
The children go on field trips
Lo the morning schedule . the only
difference is t he exclusion of lunch outside of the SIU grounds . They
Both groups of children receive listen t(l filmstrips. hear stories. and
snacks of fruit and other nutritional tell stories .
"Children are very honest. "
treats .
Nakashima says. "They'll tell you
Buffington says neither schedule how they feel about whatever they
is highly structured. through each are doing. As teachers we have to
IIlstructor arranges a program be consistent in what we sa~
approved by the Child Development because the children look lip to us . .
Laboratory director .
Jennie
Jones .
Buflington. who has been teaching
" Everyday we build on was has at the preschool for two years. says
been taught previously" Buffington " I learn from the children as they
said "Each week we develop a learn from me. As human beings we
theme like animals or people and all need the same kind of things .
places. We then try to incorporate reassuranct'. guidance. and love."

A child delights in dressing up and playing with the
dolls In the preschool laboratory.

Wagner

Reaching new heights on a set c:A monkey
bars is only one c:A the ways to pass the
day at the preschool laboratory in the
Home Econcmics Building.

Mexico's iguana, grub" worm
give~le culinary delight
By -WIllIam NIdi....
MEXICO CITY (AP)-Mexico's
pre-Columbian art treasures are
well known. but a local restaurant
owner has now r esurrected that
era's cuisine. complete with ,nakes.
grub worms. lizards. salamanders
and frogs .

Company gets
bending buses
contract ok'd
SACRAMENTO ( AP) -Buses that
bend in the middle. making it easier
to turn corners . are going to be
developed and built under a $42·
million contract. state officials say .
The contract calling for 234
.. articulated" buses was awarded to
the AM General Corp. of Wayne.
Mich. . Adriana Gianturco. state
transpOl"tation director . anno~ .
The contract signed by Cali fornia
officials serves 10 major transit
operators in the nation. including
four in Califor nia that will get a
total of liS of the buses for $180.000
each.
The State of CalifOl"nia negotiated
the master contract on behalf of
agencies In other states because of
California' s research in the field.
Giar.turco said.
She said the Oexible buses not
only will be able to turn easier. but
will maneuver better in traffi even
though they are 50 per cent longer
than conventional models.
They also carry 67 passengers. 18
more than regular buses . and will
be quieter. she said.
Federal funds will pay 80 per cent
of the contract. with loca I agencies
picking up the rest.
Conventional buses cost about
$75.000 each. Gianturco said but the
mOl"e expensive buses will pay for
themselves " in a few vears "
because districts would need fewer
drivers.
San Diego Transit will get 45
buses. Southern California Rapid
Transit District. 30. Alameda ·
Contra Ca;ta Transit District. 30.
and Golden Gate Transit. 10.
Elsewhere. the contract provides
14 buses for Ch Icago Transit
-Authority. 10 fOl" the Metropolitan
Atlanta Transit Authority. 20 for the
Port Authority of Allegheny County
in Pittsburgh. 20 buses for Twin
Cities Area Met ropolitan Transit
Commission. SI. Paul. Minn.. 35 for
the Washington. D.C .. Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority . and 20 for
the Phoenix. Ariz .. Transit System.
NO MORE PLOWBOYS?
( AP ) -Is it
pa;sible to farm without turning
over the soil?
Some soil experts fa'l plowing IS
unnecessary a nd wasteful a nd
expect to' prove it. In one test.
researchers at the University of
Nebraska School of Agriculture.
with a grant from Philips
Petroleum Co. . start work this fall
on a n experimental system in which
everyt h ing from plan t ing to
harvesting will be done without
. tilling the soil
LINCOLN . Neb.

"Mexican cooking can easily
compete with t~t of ~hiDa .." claims
Jorge Alberto 0 Famll. SCIon of an
old Mexican family : " but tbe food
that peop le assocIate WIth thIS
country IS the pr~\lCt of the post ·
Sparu~h conquest.

ca~' t~ o:~~r ~~Srn:es:cn~1:~~~ ~~

eaten by the Aztecs and other Indian
cultures more than a thousand years
ago. he has opened a tiny restaurant
with authentic pre-Hispanic dishes .
Although known records of the
Aztecs go back to 1111 A.D .. other
cultures such as the Toltecs
preceding them are known to have
been in the area back 10200 and 300
A. D .. according to archeologists.
The adventurous diner wi ll no t
find tacos or chile con carne in the
restaurant -" Chile con carne isn ' t
Mexican ; you Americans are
responsible " - but food that th e
Emperor Montezuma himself wa s
sen'ed at roy al banquets .
" Montezuma 's table on any gIven
day would have literally hundreds of
diffe r ent dishes with all kinds of
s auces. " sa ys O· Farrill. who for ·
merly managed re s taurants In
France and ' exico before opening
his own Plaza Tepito recently
O' Farrill says he has spent years
researching ancient recipes from
historical documents con c erning
that era and from visiting parts of
Mexic o where pre · Columbian
cooking traditions are still observed
He is currently writing a book on the

subject.
The cIJentele is mostly Mexica n
but he re~s some tourists have
begun viSIting his establishment .
located in the heart of the capital's
tourist district.
" Some Mexica ns are even
frightened to try the food I serve
here. " he says . " It will take some
time to get them accustomed to the
authentic Mexican cooking."

The Aztec s and other cultures
hVlng in Mex ico before the arrival of
the Spaniards used to eat dog as a
delicacy and bred a hairless type for
th e table .
" But we don 't serve that here ."
sa ys O·Farri!1. who raises the nearly
e xtinct species a s a hobby . " There
are too few and they a r e too ex ·
pensive. "

Shasta Soda
6 cans

Offer Good Wed.

89~

~U7d!f~

INTRODUCTORY
hotographic Pr inting Paper
Agfa B& W Paper
Brovira

8 x 10 and
11 x 14

(front and rea?

Specials Every day

Private Room
. for Parties
For information call
s&9489

Lenses
Broun Zoom

10%

85-205
fits Nikon, M inolta,

0 11

"'-

,

Camera
M inolta SRT-20 1

(with 50 mm f l.7lens)

Tripods
Cable Releases

*
*

SALE

" 10-20% off on equipment for all your photo classes"

20%
"f

Photographic" Acce.sori.s

Fast Service
Plenty of ~artiDg

7a~

sl;~~r~epo~ J:~~r~i~~~~ ~~~

chicken- but the house specialties
are far more exotic .
There are white grub worms from
the maguey plant. a form of cact us .
They are fried in oil and eaten like
potato chips . Iguana . a land liza r d
found all over Mexico . is cooked in a
variety of spicy sauces. including
one using ground peanuts . The
igua na tastes somewhat like
chicken
Aquat ic sa lamanders nearly half
a fool long are served up . as are
concoctions made from the eggs of
water bugs . Snake meat and wild pig
a r e also on the menu

521 S. Il l.

Momiya Universal

**

ZOMBIE

thern Quick Shop

Toyo View Camera

622 E. MIIIn
Carbondale

TonJgbt·s
tropical drink
special

Neck Straps
Gadget Bags

10%
...

"'-

,

off

and. Pentax Cameros

~

~

Film Developers
Ilford B & W
Microphen
Percepitol
Unicolor
Total Color 1 & 2

.p

'0

20%
.If

~

""III

Darkroom Equipment
Stainless Steel Reels
Paper Squeegie
Unicolor limen
[Mst

Enlarger

Prinz Focus Scope

~ l.
_ ~LSIq?
~
'JweM
A
• \~

10%

•• te

1:;%
... -

714 S. Illinois
Carbondale

"The Photo Shop of Southern IIIino;s"

\

y !'lJ~Nile villagers dig T!,,",
e~rs see a tool of the devIl
By Abted LaIty
~Pnuwrtter

teI~~~~~f1:~t(~;~~~:lrt!

pattern of life in this .Nile delta
village in the past few months more
than anything else since Pharaonic
times.
The elders call it "instrument of

~~I~tvi!:~~~t~~J:riu' ~c~~a~~
freedom." Whatever it is, the village
hasn ' t been the same since the
government brought the set last
swnmer.
Cairo wanted the peasants to have
a chance to watch the celebrations
commemorating the July 1952
overthrow d the monarchy.
The government step came after
electricity was introduced in Sehafa
and 300 other villages .
Up to now seven amuent peasants
have purchased their own private
sets out of a popu.lation of 3,000
persons . But Malunoud Hussein. 58,

~u~ r:S~\edan~1 S~d ~ns~

e

.:. :.:.:.:.;.;.:.;.:.:::::::::::::::::.:::;:.:.:.;.:.:.:.:::.:::.:::::::::::::::.:.:::.:.:.:.: .:.;.:.:.:.:.:::;:::.:.:.:.::::::::::::~:::~::::::

~ampus 'Briefs
:.: . :::::.:::.:.:::::::::::.:::::::. :: :::::::::::::.:::':::'::::::::::::::::::::::":::::::::::::~::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::;::::::

everything they watch on TV ."
discontent about every thingThe set was installed in the poverty. dusty roads, the mudbrick
market place of the viUage. The first houses-and they yearn to flee to the
rows of hard wooden benches are capital .
usually occupied by men. while
women dressed in ankle-length
" Alter watching life in Cairo 011
black robes sit in the back.
the TV all [ dream of now is to drive
Tbe village mayor Mohammed a car." Anal says. Donkeys are stiU
Sobeih says the midwives in the the only mode of transportation in
village have complained to him that the village.
there are fewer pregnant women to
Alter a period of observation the
~.J.e for now that everyone watches eJders admit that their young boys '
He contends that television is and girls ' discontent has encouraged
more effective than programs for ~~e~ t~i~d~~:~~~ t~~v~ant~~
birth cmtrol. which are opposed by village .
the village's religious leaders, who
claim it is against Islam . He
CAPITAL GAINS

ex~~!f"o7~t'e

peasants have no
transistor radios . no mo vies and
newspapers don ' t arrive in th e
village. So after returning from the
fields they used to go to bed at dusk
and add to Egypt's acute population
problem, ' he said.

~[AMI

BEACH, Fla. ( AP l Fight trainer Moe Fleisher, who is
associated with Muhammad Ali's
trainer. Angelo Dundee. says he's
thinking about future income for his
boxers . Fleisher wants them to
invest in stocks and bonds.

t~ t h~ i~i~I;~~a~~~~;t~Wh~v~r;;~~e;~ tr:i~ji~erf~~~et~:r:::: ~r~~~~~~

money he would buy a water
buffalo.
Despite opposition from the e lders
who are conservative by nature.
television quickly left its mark on
the people of Sehafa , about 35 miles
northeast of Cai ro . Even the old wife
of Mahmoud Hessein is now
acquainted with such celebrities as
Ki z ng er I U.S . Secretary of State
Henry A. Kissinger ). the Shah of
Ira n and President Ford.

pr~~a~:e ..~:si~~h~:~1 ~~a~t~~~

show girls wearing two Inches dress
who go s haking all aro und like
mad." she says in reaction to
modern dancing. She believes it is
s poiling the vi lla ge girls " who
return home and try to imitate

remain glued before the tube unt il

of

the

The registration deadline is Friday for Ute Medical
College Admission Test (Med-CAT ) scheduled Cor Oct. 2.
Registration is in the testing division, Wing B , Woody Hall .

.~ ~C~i~Jr PhYlsi~al~y impai~~~entst~d ~ir g~~

e
rom
0
p .m . on d
ay a pICnIC a~ 0
Lake-{)n-the-Campus. Lunch an informa l recreatton activities are included. Transportation can be arranged by
W1

~~~~n!tiO~~~~ 53~~~:t~: ~~5;:'riday .

For more in-

The New Life Center , 913S . Illinois Ave ., will hold an open
house from 10 a .m . to 6 p .m. on Thursday . The public is
• invited and refreshments will be served.
The SIU Bowling Club will hold an urganization.al meeting
at 6:30 p .m . Thursday in the Roman Room , Student Center .

Women

The semester 's first meeting of the Saluki Saddle Club

will be at 8 p .m . Thursday in Activities Room A of the
~[~~~~~~~~~I~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _S_t_
~_e_n_t_c_e_n_
~_r_
. _B_e~~_n_n_
ff_s_a_r_e_w_cl_c_~_e_
. _ _ _ _ _ _,

~trh:~:v'fr:I~~e~is~~~~':nm~~tr
w~~ ·~on. Azza l. 21. on the other
ha'~~'yi~t;:~~ ~~t~n~~eac~nY~ice

TliE 0 TliER FRANCISCO
produced by Sergio Giral
and the Cuban Fi 1m Institute

words and ways o f coo kin g she
picked up from the TV . She ha s also
made a nice colored dress instead of
the usual gloom y black dresses of
the women in the village."
What worries the elders in Sehafa
~ that the more the boys and girl s
watch films featuring life in Cairo .
the more t he young \ illagers feel

va rious ~Ighborhoods as a way to
prevent red lining.
Hedlining is the pr actice by which
finanCial

inslltU:iO~_,) r f" I'I: ,p

to grant

loans for th<' purchase of property In
areas tllt>y have determined are
Ukely to deteriorate.
_
The Illinois govE'rnor also
suggested new lending InCl' ntlvl'
programs for financia l institut ion.,
to encou rage them to Invest In older
neighborhoods .
" Let' s also takE' a hard look at
other sources of capita l the pension
funds and thE' insurance com panies." Walker said. He did not
elaborate on how tll' thought either
could ~ encouraged to invest in
deteriorating areas
The two-day conference Will
featurt' as spea'kers representatives
0( banks and savings and loan
Institutions. insurance companies.
national foundations and state and
federal offiCials.

Tutorial Assistance Available
Under represented* Groups in pi'&.medicine, pre-dentistry, and other
allled~ health careers can now take
advantage of tutorial assistance for
pre-professional preparatqry classes.
AppUcatIona now being taken for Fall
Deadll.. Sept. 15, 1978.

1m

Plus! A Tribute to
CHE GUEVARA
<1967 Cuban Film)
'... A dramatically powerful and insightful account of Black slavery in 19th Century Cuba.
Based on a famous Cuban anti-slavery novel (the lot in American equivalent of Uncle Tom's
coDin), THE OTHER FRANCISCO tells the story of the impossible love affair between
two slaves who ore persecuted and mistreated by their masters . .. which the film then
sets within a brooder historical framework in order to reveal the actual social and
political forces responsible for slavery as well os the anti-slavery movement . .. "

Student Center Auditorium

Outreach Tutorial Protect contact:
Wade Bryant

Outre.ch

ot-Mldlclne - MEDPREP
'III~"" H811 - Room 202
Illinois UnivenIty
8 - 53W871
• . . . . . , and
StuIMnIa. ~
dIInId _ ......
InccIrM, n.nI, diubled, and
_ _ _ with IMIIc* nInng.

•• O..-..:h • • ..,.a.I protect of MEDPAEP - School of
MIdk:Ine - SIU-C.
2. 1976

Friday, Sept. 3
7:15 and 9:15

AdmiSSion $1 .25

Sponsors: SGAe, YOUng Socialist Alliance

o
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'AEbN Alternatives Program
Sh6wnee C'o untry Food Co--.:,
• Pedple's ~"'entEmnia~. . . ,
)v~ ICommis~io.n \
,Committee for ArtistIC and
jnt~lIect~al Freedom in \ Iran
• ¢arbond'a le Peace Center
'.rRurol Cr~ative Worksho p\

tv
.H

~:

\~'beral
Catholic Church
orbond~le Friends (Qua!kers) i
.'
• oslem S\ udent Association
'Gay peop~ 's Union - I
\
Synergy
. , - . --- - _._-''

.
O

~

Students in1erested in participating in the

Pege 18. Dally EgyptIM. ~

The deadline to register is Sept. 13 Cor the Dental School
Admission Testing Program to be given Oct. 9. Registration
is in the testing division , Wing B , Woody Hall .

~~~~~ P~~~~or::d ~e:eii~night . !~~a~e~i;~~~;:~n~nd ~';!r:'

Walker asks investors
to finance older towns
CHICAGO (AP) -otates must use
all the regulat""y leveragE' they
have to innuence private financial
inst itutions to Invest In older
neighborhoods. Gov. Daniel Walker
said Wednesday.
Walker. spea king at the opening
session 0( a confE'rence on redlining
and urban disinvestml'flt sponsored
by
hi s office. sai d state
governments have passively
allowed oldl'r nE'ighborhoods to
deteriorate while" paying tilt> high
price of creating new communities
out of cornfield,."
He said that while sta tes cannot
afford direct invest ment in
deteriorating ~ighborhoods . .. tilt>
states have the rt'gulatory leverage
to stimulatE' private money toward
community reinvestment. We must
use that levl'T'age."
Walkl'T' l'I'CommE'nded s tate laws
requiring financial institutions to
disclose the amount of their loan.~ in

pre si dent

The registration deadline is Sept. 9 Cor the Law School
Admission Test ( LSAT ) and the Graduate School Foreign
Language Test (GSFLT ). both to be given on Oct . 9 .
Registration is at the testing diviSion , Wing B, Woody Hall.
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Refreshments,
' Information, Conversation,
tn-put and Suggestions and
Ha
Hour --- - - 4 -6 m!

It's never too late
tofiy the piano
CHICAGO
(AP)
-Across
America, adults by the thousands
ar:e taking piano lessons they missed
out on as kids -and loving it, no
matter what their age, according to
the National Piano Manufacturers
Association.
•
A good example is the 91-year-old
student whom veteran Buffalo .
N.Y .. piano teacher Irving Shire has
recently taught to improvise on the
instrument.
" He was my student when he was
88. " says Shire. '" told him he was

W:tiS~~;~:~ o~g~~~s!~~~or~J~i~

across the country who are
discovering that their age is the
" right " age .
The piano has long enjoyed the
honor of being the most popular
instrument in the United States .

~!y~ee~~~~ ~~O~~~~~~:rSi~~~~ ~~:

association . and of the nearly 38
million amateur musicians in this
a
co~t"~~y ~~; ~~~p~~~~ n; .~i:~.iS~·a t
adults who turn to music in their
leisure time often turn to the piano .
When they do . they 'rl' in lor a very
pleasant surprise . Gone are the
endless scales and exercises oncl'
thought to be the only sta rting point

Tlte Wesfern

flyer

Group plano is another fairly
recent innovation in adult piano
teaching methodology . It originated
with great success in the elementary
schools. and has been steadily
growing in popularity as an ideal
way to teach students of all ages.
Fred Colby. 64 . of Crystal Lake .
1U. . began playing because an old
grand piano came with a house he
bought. " Then. about three years
ago. " he recalls . '" was walking
past a music store and saw a sign .
' Piano Lessons Given .' , didn't stop
to think . , just went in and signed
up ."
Colby has long since traded in his
old piano for a brand new one. He
takes lessons every week and says
he loves to play semi·dassics and
old favorites . '" try to practice an
hour a day . , get entranced with my
own music . and suddenly the hour is
gone ."
Piano tl'achers who work with
them realize that adults ' practicl'
ti me is limited . " If an adult is going
to payout his own money for
lessons . he's gOlDg to put all the time
he can into practic ing ." says
Chic ago teacher Muriel Bufton .
whose pupils include housewives.
doctors . cab drivers. ca rpenters and
secretaries.
" Se lf-dIsci pline isn't a probll'm with
adult studl'nts. If one of my adult
st udents hasn 't practicl'd. i know
that somethi ng pressi ng probably

fo~. ~~~!~i~rg~:a~; tS~~~~7~Sg Ii It Ie
pi eces to my adult st udl'nts ," says
Eva Rautenberg of Buffalo. " Therl'
are special books for adults who
have ne\' er had lessons. with ca~~c~r~u~~nJ s\~~:n~~~ree that
adaptat ions of familiar co m · onl' of thl' most exciti nj( thines about
studying piano as an adult IS the
postitions . "
feeli ng of achil'ving the uMxpected
To t heir delight. many adults who
" I don 't know why I sta rted taking
have st udied a fa irly short time find lessons ." says 29-year -old Chicago
themselves in demand at parties. loan offic er Terry Woolums " I just
" People are really anxious to find1 fl'lt comDelled to do il. But it 's not a
someonl' who can play In soc ial whim . , I'xpect to b<> playing 50
sit uation s ." says teacher Carol yea rs from now ."
Murray of Minneapolis. " They like
P sc yhiatrist Dr Karl Willrich.
to s tand around and sing . Thl' way president of the medical st aif at
piano is taught today . students can r or est Hospital near Chicago . says
play at parties . I'ven transposl' from that p, a no playing IS especia l'l y
one key to another . in a s hort timl' - rewarding becaus e " we liv e in a
if they'vl' been taught propertly ." ml' c hani stic . materi a listic age"

Beeping ball for blind batters
By Tonda Rush
4wrence Journal-World
LAWRENCE, Kan . (AP ) -On a
Sunday school p icnic sort of af ternoon. in a park. a group of
dignified -looking adults wl're
swatting at a ·sound.
s6"me hit it. some didn·t. It flew by
at moderate speeds in an oversized
softball that emitted a little beep
like one might expect from a flying
saucer. or a telephone left too long
off the hook .
Abner Doubleday would have
barely recognized his game . Th e
players were blind-some per manently and some because they
were wearing blindfolds.
They werl' playing beep softball. a
variation that allows the visually
handicapped to compete with skill
and safety .
The Lawrence team included five
men and women with little or· no
sight and five sighted friends who
blindfolded themselves at the
beginning of the game and remained
blind to the end.
The organizer and spokesman . a
Korean War veteran named Charlie

~~:s:~~o'i~I~~i~~t~: ~~~c~i~~~r:r~
ceplion. With the help of several
coaches woo can see, Vassallo prods
his teammates into proficiency at
hitting and fielding . purely on the
basis of sound.
He explains the game on a round
dart board with pushpin players that
facilitates a mental image of the

K~a!~~ af~~I~. ba~~~~ealfr:'i~:.ve~
sighted pitcher and catcher play
impartially for both squads.
The batter stands in a circle with a
radius of 36 feet. The bases are 18inch rubber pylons with beepers
attached and the ball has a circumference of 14 or 16 inches. It
~~~~~~~l~ut a pound and beeps
The pitch~r throws . !be batter
swings. U
hits the ball an
"umpire" activat
p in one of
the pylons that has a dl erent tone
than the one in the ball.
e batter
starts rlDlning for the pi , while a
fielder goes after the
ing ball
wi:r tt~: ~~~!~:e~c~~~ ~h~ ~~~s~
before the fielder reaches ·the ball.
it's a run. if not, he's out.

26 In. 10-Speed Racer-Charge It!
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Bike Tire and Tube

~'

Regul.,

We also have c,?mplete
bike service and a full
line of parts

10
5.88

ChOOse 20,1 75 ;>4,1 75
~ 26,1 75 0' 26.1', on B~
JIII{ , today and sdve l
:lI(

4 1 5 S. Illinois
across from Vdfsity Theater
phone

457-8822

ALPHA KAPPA PSI
Professional Business Organization

Men and Women Who Mean

"Business"

~
~Formal:

ni;:.c~utS~~~ fi~~def:vs'i.o°~~s P~[o:~

the rare feat of catching the beeping
ball in m id-air the inning ends.
"You hear about eye-hand
coordination. " said Gary Marshall.
who played on a Houston Astros
farm team beforl' he was blinded in
t964 . " This is sort of ear-hand
coordination . One of the rules of
baseball is to keep your eye on the
ball. Obviously , you 've got to forget
that and concentrate on listening."

lH'oI'''~ . '

Infonnal:

is having a

RUSH
Home Economics Lounge
Thursday, September 2
7:30 p.m.
321 E. Walnut

Saturday, Sept. 4
8:~

p.m.

OPEN TO AU MAJORS
IN TliE COUEGE OF BUSINESS
APPLY WHAT YOU LEARN IN
1l£ CLASSROOMS

rlin~ Oisco
Brings the West Goast to Southern Illinois
with our second

California

8Ias~,-

featuring the best of the West Goast Groups
Then & Now

Free admission with SIU identification

.....•••.............••.......•.•••...•.......•.•..........•.....••.........•.••.....•......••.••••

The Small Sar
Chariot

is ro~kin'

tonight!

We are welcoming back students with
free admission with SIU ID
DIIily Egyptian.

~lIt!mber
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ACE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE 7"
Home of Dr. Wrench and Ilor .
Certified Mechanics . By appointment. 457-3759.
B6315Ab2OC

.SO.

Two ays-9 cenls per word, per
day.
Three or Four Days-8 cents per
word, per day.
Five thnI nine days-7 cents per
word, per day.
Ten thnI Nineteen Day~ cents
per word, per day. •
Twenty or More Days-5 cents
per word, per day.

MISS KITTY 'S Good , used , furniture, low prices. Free delivery
up 25 miles . Located 11 miles
northeast or Carbondale . Route
149. Hurst. IL. Open Daily. Phone
987-2491.
6426A!23C
Ty~ter

Port.

6543AI'3

FOR SALE -4 NEW Radial Tires.
G71H4 . Good Bargains. Call BT at

54~~~ .

~A~

AUTO INSURANCE .
Ca ll ~ 5' · 1304 for " le lt'ph one
Insur an ce qu ote o n a car o r
motorcycle

15 Want MlmmllDl

Any ad which is changed in any
manner or cancelled will revert to I

Upchurct1 Insurance

the rate applicable ror the number

717 S Illinois 457 ·)304

c» insertions it appears. There will
also be an additional charge or $1.00
to cover the cost or the necessary
paperwork.
Classified advertising must be
paid in advance except for those
accounts with established credit.
Report ErTan AI Once
Check yror ad the first issue II
appears and notiry us immediately
ir there is an error. Each ad is
carerully proofread but errors can
still occur. We will correct the ad
and run it an additigpal day If
not ified .
Beyond
th is
the
respmsibility is yours.

CARPETING. CLEANED . ex ·
cellent condition. 10 x 18 ft. . including hea vy pad . and~tu d y
upholslered armchair
ooil
condition . 457~ .
AI'3
THE WooDSHOP . Elkville . UI.
now
open .
9· 5.
Mon · Sat.
s pecializ ing in kiln dried hard ·
woods . Walnut. Cherry. Elm .
B6540Af12

~~~td : TlfsewXl;~:\~a~~a~G~.~
Studio Tape Deck. Sl,:£:i. 684· 4110.
6543Af9

Nv:Jtorcyc les

1973 HONDA CB350 . excelle nt
USED REFRIGERATORS A D
condition. low mileage . ver y clean.
US ED DEEP FREEZES . Also
~~r?ti;C:;2as . very r eas~t~~9 I ~~\c~hOtar:~~~1~9-5586sJ2Jif~2
TYPEWRITERS . SCM ELE C·
TRI CS . new and used . Irw in
Ty pewriter .Exchang e. 110t N.
YAMAHA . HURST

250 Enduro .

~~7~i-~~f~~~ t~N~:1'zb~r 125cc

~t~~~a~\1 ~.~~~m~penB~~~~1fk
SCOTT'S BARN
u,\ E O & :''''' ' 'Ou E

N[ ....

SALE :

1971

f" U Q ~ 1

TlI "' €

l : ..... lo E T ,(ov g
""OuC; [ TO( . f THE IJ

Wl

549-7000

Automoti yeS

1973 bought in '74 . CB 350 Honda .
Disc Brake . Best Looking . run ·

A ( J.' (J'> "

R llY

r QU t\· IO' A \ \;=.OA I .... '
S E ~' ~ fQ A D £

3~7F S:~~4iftP5~6~~ eS~"soi t~r ctl;asJe

Plymouth

f;,~e~it~YIEnxdc~lle~td~fle:i~.

for decent ca r

good condition . SI2Q!1.00. Call arfer
~ : 00·985.Q116 .
p
65OJAa I5

6585Ac II

KAWASAKI. 1971. 500 cc . Rebuilt
engi ne. new palOt . runs like new
$600. 985·3453. (evenings l 65 18Ac9

1975 FIREBIRD Trans Am . air
brakes. Power
9-7461 afte~fI~a I 5 1

conditionin~i ~wer

stee ring . Ca

CYCLElECH
CoMPLETE N010RCYCLE SER VlCE
TRIUNPH-8.S,A. ·HONDA- YAMAHA
NOR1ON-HARLEY·SUZUKI ·KAWASAK I
CABLES MADE 10 ORDER
BU Y .& SELL USED N010RCY CLES
PAR'!1; & ACCESSORIES
CASTROL BEL·RAY

c,J 5 Fiber glass Jeep body S300.

new Jeep vinyl top $125 . Ca ll 942·
5179 0r ~2·5912 .
6589 Aa 13
I"or Sale '66 Ford Custom 6 cv!.
ve r y economical best offer . 506'S
Logan 457-4515.
GnOIAal3

549-3831
7rJ9 E. Main
Car1la1da1e

67 Chevv Shor t Bed window van
Automal ic . 6 cyl. 250 . No rus l

25 i n . ZE ITH Co ns o le T . V
Almost new over S300.00 Call 549:
8705.
6526Ag9

HOM(';S IT ES so ulh of Mur ·
phy sbo ro for sal{' 684 ·6660 6290Ad9

ra~;Er~tu~~~A lrl. ~uali~~~~~
Naldfer Stereo Service. 549· 1508
_ _ _ __ _ __ 6356Ag2IC_

NOOile Home

1973 TOYOTA STATION WAGON

S() ~Y TAPE DECK . TC ·366 Sound·
on·so un d . Son\' Stereo Mix e r .
~f-~~~ condil ion . i\lake a~~Jie~

Call 942-6350 after 6 p.m . B65,6Aat 2

Miscellaneous

1969 FORD GALAX IE 500. 302 C I. .
new tires . Call 457·6852 . 5-7 p. m
t>l8tAa10

~ri~~~~~f~ th~~~~i~~~\ ~1r~

FOR SALE : t974 FORO Pinto in
goocl running order $2.500. 45, · 5888.
6493Aat5

l.A ST DA Y The art print sale
ends at 8 pm today 1200 ~int

~~~IP'l~a~~~~~~~tira~d~?;' r5~~

to etc .. etc .. e 'c. Large trint s . 3 for
~ :S~~d~~r8~~~~/ for 4. B~~rn
UNDER CURRENT QUE E . SIZE

~~~En~e~~ ' :eJ::tratah~~~!~'

PL YMOUTH . FURY III 69. 63000 .
Power steering . air conditioning.
Al'vI ·FM radio. ver y good condition.
call bet ween 4: 00-8 :00 p.m .. 5498091.
6496Aa9

vibrator . SI25.00 or offer must sell
b,· 9·7·76. 457 ·6056. 549- 8171 .
•
6593AfII
CA R GUITAR . STEREO. 1973 VW
Bug St800. EKO acoustic 12 strin~.

m:T~b.{~,~~e Reduct~0~9S~'r9

74 SUPER BEETLE . excell ent

condition . 16.000 one owner miles.
AM-FM . sunroof. must sell . 457 ·
mo.
653IAaJO

Nikon Photoma tic Camera FTn
with 50-2 Auto Nikkor and
eveready leather case in excellent
condit ion · w -instruct ion
book .

RED 68 VW . AUTOMATIC
STICKSHIFT 'kradio , new tires.
~~\~~i~il~es for $5OO'~l~fJ

g:~~alT~!/g~fWl~~~oo S~~~

6.3 preset telephoto-ease and lense
hood. " T " mount. $30.00. call Mike
453-4767.
6544AflO

PICK -U P . 1963 . 29 .000 actual

:~~i f~~~t ~rY ~hct~~~h ~~

2030.

6466Aa9

OLDS DELTA 88 Roy ale. 1973.
r. . s. Tea Berry C.B.

~er. air.

class~1rge7~.

riVi~r:J

I

I

GOLF CLUBS. BRAND new. never
used. still in plastic covers. one
starter set $29. also one full set $65.
Call 451-4334 .
BtI284Afl9C
CARPET A ROOM WITH CAR-

i8~·;27~":P~::eS . at 13~~l:~i;:1

Steams. 411 N. Ill. Ave. C'dale.

6567A02

~~~n '~~di~r;,~~~~Tsa~~~~e

Yard . 1212 N. 10th Street . Murphysboro, 617-1061.
86270Ab18C

NEW
Nishiki, Gitane,
Panasmic, lebrakenko
ElCYClES
Complete parts,
accessories and services
for all bicycles

EASTGATE
SHOPPI NG CENTER
Bef'M!en South Wall
and East Walnut
Next door to

Fox Theater
54W863
to SPEE D PE UGEOT . excellent
condition . SilO or best offer . 457 ·
_7687.
6596Ai 10

!~~~~~o~ls~f...t~e~~L ~a11 b~~

6579Ai 10

ALMOST NEW SCHW INN LeTour.
Must s ell . Ca ll 985 ·6538. Ca r ·
tervi lle .
6574Ai 10
Fuji. 10 Speed road racer 590 457 ·
801 5.
6573Ai1 0

WE ' RE BACK ' Guaranteed lowesl
prices on the largesl select.ion of

~~~~n~~i~~r~~ ~~~~2~~r~i . p~~

12. S-S. 10-6. ra mpus Audio
•
6542Ag26
Pe,~

GE RMAN SHEPARD P UPS. Ai~·
C. Carbondale Annual summer
close· out s ale . Also . few older
Some white . C.irc~64~jA~i2

=.

AKC PUPPIES

PET BOARDI NG
GROOMING

WILDWOOD KENNELS
(4112

RT.51 SOUTH
FROM CDAlE)

-.s

OPENDAlLY~

6570Bd9

ROOM AND BOARD in 4 bedroom
house . Washer
and
dryer
available . Cenlral air. $125 .00 a
mon th . 407 W. North. Du Quoin .
542·5601.
6508BdlO
CONTRACT AT QUADS. one male.
~5300~ 1 2 or 511 S. Beverid~J~
SIOO DOLLAR DISCOUNT for a
contract In Saluki Arms . Single
occupancy in double room tn ·

~1~~i'l~tl~ti~iiief~lIan8dnds~0~ie;g

se mester. Call 457 ·8045 . Refer
Brad i\loody.
6595Bd

Roommates
I or 2 male roommates needed for
fall semester a t Wall Street Quads
Call 457-1123 . _
•6532Be I I
RVOMlI1ATE NEEDED . NICE 2
bedroom apartment . close to
campus . No Pet s . Call 457 -4692
after 5.
6554Be9
ROOMMATE- Three ok people
need one female . Extra nice house
549 -1607 . Contract . $80 month .
share utilities . 421 W. Monroe.
· 6564Be9

MAT URE MALE ROOMMATES
needed [or nice 4 bedroom home on
the sout h east comer of Park and
Warren road . $62.50 per mo . ask
for Mike .
6594Be11
FEMALE
ROOMMATE
NEEDED Lew is Park. auiet

Recreational Vehicles
t976 Hobie Cat Sai lboat 14 fl. with
trai ler Call 68,·3758.
63t9AI6

Books

~t~:ii~~fac!~~~~io $80 ~~~~fo
N£>BI LE HOME LOTS
,voBILE HOME
LOTS

WE TRADE
BOOKS . MAG . COMICS
l AIot (j, E ~ T S f I f ( I IO ~ u FU S f U~ APER8A ( "' ~I ~

»1 N

lSI ma1lh free
ROYAL RENTALS

TH E A~ EA

S49.Q541 or 457-4422

Book EXChange
Markel

( HE LP WANTED)

Musical

RELIABLE GIRLS for dignified

~~~I~ ~~S;~~:. f;i.~6Jm~~~~
Guild F·212 Acous tic Guitar and
Hard Shell Case $250 also Guild r ·
48 Acoust ic guitar and' hard shell
case perfeci condition $350.00. 457 ·
5357 .
6576An12
t 2 STR I NG GU ITAR . 2 decent
c la ssica ls. 1 c heap folk . I nice
handmade acoustic . 549- 4900.
6587An13
Epiphone Acoustic Guitar. good
condit ion . 549·6451. t Business
Phone l.
B6583Anll
GUILD

TWELVE

STRING

~~l~~ J~~~ee~a~~~ro~. c~~~:

burst finish . case. Larry 549- 2861.
6598AnIO

NOW AVAI LABLE
German
Shephard.
Samoyed , Cocker. Pug.
Beagle , COli ie. Pood Ie.
Airedale, Lhasa Apso ,
Golden Retriever , Doxie,
Schnauzer ,
Doberman .
Cairn Terrier . Siberian
Husky ,
Old
English ,
Norwegian
Elkhound.
Dalmation.

~:I~lr~~t~~~r~~~'e~nl:~

9547 between 6-9 p.m .

Sporting Goods

LOWEST PRI CES ANYWHEf<E

to x 55 TW O BEDR O() ~1 Concord .
i\ ·C Musl bt' mO\'l>d Call 549·8458
after 5 : ~O .
6563Aet2

~:~a~~_~~~es village~~~~:i

NEED A ROOM lMMEDIA TEL Y?

~toE'~ ~:~.I ~~~lbe;a~~n~a.:ld :eO~t~
HiFi. C B .. home a nd auto . :ell with
full wa rranty . Ca ll Howa rd . your
audiO s pecial is\. be for e yo u bu y
elsewhere . 549-4242
~44Ag23

Room..~

CAABON)ALE CYCLE

STEREO BUILT BY MARANTZ ·
Ca rbondale . AM ·FM radio . tape
deck . BSR turntable . please call
549-021 3 or 833·6097.
6560Ag17

~!~~~rSllt~h~Si.t~O w~t~1~eJ

Real Estate

~~~ ~_~~.ondition . ca~2~~

-

Electronics
P IONEER
636
STEREO
RE CE IVER .
DUAL
122~
automatic turntable . Complete 2
~~f~ris . ~a lj~~.at~eaaf~ee/s . 10 "
6489Ag9

way spea kers . Make offer 549- 3176.
6476AgY

R URAL AREA 2 bedroom home .
many ex lra s . 1600 square fee l.
ncar lake . S~ .500 202 ·554·3332. or
2t7 ·753·0483
6467Ad14

HOUSES
LARGE BRICK ROOMlNG houR
ror rent. close to town and cam~.
oeeds repair work. Phone Mafvin,
S4~9150.
B6507BblO

453·5902.

6464Ac9

C
____F_O_R_S_A_L_E_-J)
FOR

Manual. Good

~t°.;;1o rape ~ok.\T.~~ ~~1~g:2

Bicycles
FUJI TOURER-MENS I()'S~

LE GAL
SECRETARY
AND
recept ionist · Carbondale. Typing
60 wpm. s hort hand 120 wpm .
Prefer experience in law office and
with dicaling e~ipment. Repl y
~~hl~esume 10 all y Eg~K.:J:&
FEMALE

BARTENDERS

AND

~a~~~egsrs~~en~~ ~~~llt!~~7t~~

Center (Coo-Coo·s ). New Rte. 13.
Ca rt e r vi ll e. IL . between 1: 00·
7:00pm .
6468CI4
SINGLE GRADUATE students or
faculty inte rested in becoming
single loster parents for adolescenl
males . Contact Ed Buerger or
Donna Zahara . Children and
Family Services. 687 · 1733.
B6523CI2
COUNTER ATTENDANT ·for
bowling lane. experience with

(__....::F....;O:;..R;..;;.....;R;...;..;;;;;E~N;..;T~..;)

~:~~i~~ fo~n:~~~~~'mC:~:'S4~ 1295
654IC11

~g~te~niv~~~J~~e Janitu~K8:1

APARTMENTS
TWO BEDROOM unfurnished
apartment. water furnished . $180.
~~smft~~~):;f~ w~~~ales. No
I365~Ba9

BARTENDER for days-Waitress
and part time Barteniler. appl)' in

e,~~~~~ ~.: ~afri~ · Ki~3

~e]~n~~y. ~~~~~~NZi tii~-

can Cit IOtO your schedufe. Contad
Nice Furnished 2-bedroom . air.
carp'et. $180 water included.
available now . 549-6435. 457-6956.
6572BaIO

Weimaraner Pups AKC excelrent
bloodline 8 weeks shots '" wormed
I-f I-m $75 $100 457-8385 457-2629.
6577Ahll

alter 4:00.

AFGHAN HOUND. male. apricot.
one year, AKC, $125. S4~%2l5 .
6556AhIO

apts. S4~7051.

One Bedroom . Furnished . air .

~i?:ste::ttecaib~n~a~~.e~:_~':n~

6582Ban

~a~r:~":;~lc~pI:~~:~n~

6590Ba13

D~\~Ser::7 . ~~ 1~~9~~~~. fr~~
Diener.

6508CIO

Cocktail waitresses and barmaids

~rJWl:~~~ri~r.s~~ ~t

Dlinois.

B63I4C2OC

WAITRESS FOR DAYS and
nights. 19 years or older. Call ror

:r=Fent. Carbo~~~

LOSl' : MEN'S GOLD 1.0. bracelet
with the name Dan on it. Reward.
549-8301.
6SS2G 10

SpecIalties Gifts
Shops
10lIO 3-Une AllIum

~'ih~~~~ ~~~~~~'orT~e
:S7~'Wtk f:°Z'!~'\>~:.'~~~
MENS

~

PRESCRIPTION,
Gold wi~~~O

10 BIll PoInt ~
with yow ...... $2.75

~~~'~~UJ&sses .

~MdTulncL

REWARD : THREE MONTH black

~~~fn~ J!,u~ls ~~~t.f;~

l.IIbeII $1.50

25 Pw1CIIa ~
with JOIII' ...... S2..25

C::J!\:

Box 819
carbondale, I L 62901

Mobiles. 1528 Neely . or call 453·
6599Gl1

4034 .

€NNOUNCEMENT~

MAGA
MUSEUM

SHOP
Faner Hall M-F

-:(

AUCTIONS &
SA L ES

FREEBIES

)

FOUR BEAUTIFUL &-week old
kiltens seekinB owners to frolic
with . Call Moms 687·2624. 6571N9

RIDERS
)
(_ _W_A_N_TE_D_ _ .

N. Gallery 1()..4

SELL YOUR
PHOTO
EQUIPMENT

(

]

----------.....
HUGE
YARD
SALE ·piano .

THE GREAT TRAIN ROBBERY .
Round trip to and from Chicago,
$25 . Leavin~ Frida~, returning .
~1~~~reCo~~sl 549· 5 98 ~6~21~

~~~ti~~nmadcohi~e.s~~~f~~f ~;~s

and much more . Saturday at 624
W. Rigdon or call 549-7667 . 6592K II

WITH A
D.E. CLASSIFIED AD.

YARD SALE Sal. . 7am-4pm . 2035
Alexander St.. Murphysboro . Lots
of bargains .
6588K 10

Slapslwl

!:=========~
ro~~~S~rv1~ionCto~T;n~i~7~d
EMP LOY.r\ENT
house. antiques . ~Uilts . clothes .

Senior Kathy Kincaid tests her skill at the push drill
during field hockey practice on the field across from
the recreation building, The field hockey team plays
their first home game Sept. 11 against Southeast
Missouri State. (Staff photo by Linda Henson)

I

WANTED
Employment Wanted Part time
secretarial work . Jan 457·2276.
6575010

1

SERVICES
)
(......__
O_F_F_E_R_E_D_ _
THE STUDENT ADVERTISING
SHEET . Look for information on
campus bulletin board s . Inex ·
pensive, efficient.
6347E2OC

NEED AN ABORTION "
Call Us

~~~~ra~~~e~ic .. f~a~i~~ \~~~efo
t04pm . Sunda y . SepI.5 . 12l'o4pm .
6604KII

Trades don't bother
former Saluki

MEN'S
TANK TOPS
$1.95

With his de~ree in accounting. it
was easy for former Saluki baseball
player Jim Dwyer to compute his
Montreal Expo batting average--e
paltry . ISS.
The SIU graduate of 1973 also
fIgUred this poor performance with
the bat prompted his recent trade
from Montreal to the New York
Mets.
" You could say I was a victim of
circumstances because I'm 26·
years~ld and that made me an old
man on the Expos. The guys they
were playing definitely had talent.
And when 1 did get in, I didn' t do
very well, " said Dwyer in a
statement to the press.
Yet, only two days before the
deal Dwyer told the Daily Egyptian
he always expects trades. The
trades do nol bother him because
his degree from SIU guarantees him
a future . once his baseball career
ends .
"Unlike some players, I will not
have to start from scratch when my
playing days are over. With a
college education, there are many
fields I can go into, " said the left·
handed hitting outfielder.
"It is something that eases mr.
mind. I realize now that I won t
have such a difficult search when
looking for a job afterwards, "
Dwyer added.
Since Dwyer signed with the 51.
Louis Cardinals in his junior year at

HlN1ER BOYS

REGHT MUS
II> mile nc:rth of C'dale

J~e~ ~~~~I~~r~;~d ~ltl~~~S~~

miles south on 51 . 549· t782
B6385K22C

AN D TO H E lP yOU THROUGH r .... 1S
EXP ER IE NCE w E.
'yE y OU tOM
PlE T E COU NS E LI "" C,
O F A ..... V
OU RAT)-()N BE FO REAN O AF
P ROC E OU QE

BE <.AUS I:: :

EQ

HE

OFFERED AT
AUCTION

wr ,. ARE

call collect 314-99HJ50S
or toll free
8QO-.327-9880

Oubtandlng Clock.
and fine Glassware
Sunday, Sept. 5, 1 p.m.
104 S. 14th Street
MurphyIboro

STUDENT PAPERS.

THESES,

~~~:nt~~e~o e~~~~s~lu~u~~~x

and printing service. Author's
Office. next to Plaza Grill . 549- 6931.
B6273EI8C
PLEASANT HILL PRESCHOOL

:::~ i.f.'c~~~~~f~r und~r~~'

~~~~~~S, t~~~;l\~~J~O~~d

mutilith services . Town ·Gown·

~~~nd~f~,n1J~1d.18 :6s09~aisnc

(

Highlights of this
fine collectionCLOCKS

German Wall Clocks
French, Banjo,

Schoolhouse ,
Kitchen and Mantle
Clocks. Art Nouveau

Clocks plus several
other.; .
VAN BAIGGlE POTTERY

Olympiad members
hope to improve Squids

GlASSWARE

WANTED

Roseville and Hull,
WANTED : LITERARY AGENT
for my children 's poetry and short
stories. Phone 942-4938 after 5 p.m.
or write Ida South, Rt. 3. Box 232,
Marion, IL 62959.
6304F2
WANTED :
Entertainers,
musicians, of all varieties, poets,

da;}~~'afl~~~i'l!'otf~ee elf~~
~Il457.8165 between 9-3 daily .

63S3F16

Jim Dwyer
SIU, he had 10 ec:rn the additional
credits to graduate during the
spring training season.
However, he said. all players
.should so as "a security blanket for
wha t lies ahead. "
"Some play",s just don't have the
desire to continue. To them ,
baseball is everything. But I'm glad
I did it In fact. if I had to do it aU
over, I would do it the same way. It
was Wirth every penny."

cambridge & Nippon,
Old Flag Glass,
R.S . Germany, Old Naritake,
Bavarian & carnival.
Cobalt & Ruby Cut,
Old Patterned Glass
and much more.

"I sold my car

through a D.E.
classified ad!

Also several pieces
of walnut. oak
and widter furniture .

THE
D. E. ClASSl FI EDS ..

0 ..... 10 &m. day
of .....

THEY

$50 REWARD FOR WNG HAIR
female cat, ~ with subtle brown

YJORK!

:~.tt~ 54~~6.botto~

Three SIU wheelchair students
who puticipated in the 1978
Olympiad for the Physically
Disabled at Toronto, Canada will
bring thei r talents' to the local

~7~r!tn ~a~ ~~!ngs~
wheelchair basketball team, the
SqWds.
Ellyn Boyd, a junior, won gold
medals in the 310 ami 40IHneter
events and the warnen's relay, ami
wm a siivel" in the 6O-meter dash.
She was abo a member of the
defeated U.s. women's basketball
team. Ray Clark. a senior, WIllI a
gold medal in the PmcatlUon ami
Noreen Vollbach, a freshman. woo
a bl"OlJU in novice archery. These

three, alonl{ with nine other
members of the team, believe they
will become- strona contenden for
the Midwest confen!llCe title of the

National Wheelchair Basketball
Association- tNs year.
Richard deAngelis, assistant
coordinator of Recreation for
Special opuIaUon at sm, is the

~~ ~:f.e ~p~Coa-:

Don Campbell. and a good team
tfiort the team can "bope(ully win
at Jeast JeCOOd. if not first pI.ce."
The Squids begin their _
at
home Nov. 13 at • p.rn. apinlt
Springfield, last year', confermoe
winDers.
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New Assistant AD takes over

/ -E:'=:::

administrative assistant, assistant
athletic director, business manager
and director o( !-he Williams
Fuod> . "
There were two reasons (or
Novotny's move.
"The No. 1 reason is because Gale
asked me to be part of his team, and
the second was that I wanted to
move back into t}le mainstream o(
athletic administration." he said

Fa.

"The responsibilities are the
same. it's jllllt the names and faces
. that are different," new Assistant
Athletic Director John Novotny said
Wednesday, as he began his rlrSt
day on the job without the
assistance of BiU Brown, who
retired Tuesday . Novotny,37 ,
started at S1U 011 AUll. 23.
"The greatest thing that could' ve
happened to Gale Sayers and myseU
is that Bill Brown was here to give
us an indoctrination to SIU ,"
Novotl\Y said
"nwt allowed us to evaluate the
program so that we could become
acquainted with everyone and
establish an internal organization
within the operation. "
Internal organization was the first
goal o( Novotny and Sayers ,
whereby they established how
authority is delegated in the athletic

re:~~t~~Sl0he~d a::~ a~ ~~~~

d4;~~m::~e

to do that with new
people coming in", he said. " And

~~~u~~~:edstepwi~~11 ~ivt:rsf~;

John Novotny

personne alumni and s tudents to
establish a relationship."
" The s tudents. faculty and
community all identify with SIU and
develop loyalty because athletics is
a very visible thing," Novotny
continued. " Everybody should be
pulling together as a team. and we.
as the administration, have to
:S~b~~h goals to bring these things

years and I helieve in Gale Sayers.
Gale is unselfISh and dedicated. and
he will do his best for SIV ."
Novotny sai d
Sayers contacted Novot ny about
becoming his assista nt at SIV.
" Gale works In m ys teriou s
ways ," he said " He doesn't come
right out and ask you. He just keeps
talking and your adrenalin builds,
j~ "y OU almos t ask him for the

Novotny spent the last nine years
at the University of Kansas, where
he worked with, and beca m e
famil
with Sayers.
' Tve known him a number of

" We both have a total honest open
relationship with each other."
ovotn y se r ved Kan sas " in
almost every phase of its athletic
adm inistration ( football rec ruite r ,

Kansas Relay. and I had some
contact with some o( the coaches
and have a high regard for the
University itself."
" I measure a school two ways."
he said " First is the number of
books in the library, And second I
knew that SI U had been going
through a period of extremely rapid
development in the last ten years,
which tells y ou that the quality of
education has to be good for a
student to want to attend here."
" The nucleus is here foc talent ,"
Novotny said " What we have to do
is giv,e the coaches everything they
need ( money) to have the best
program here."
Before coming to SIU , Novotny
" knew that SIU had a very strong
all ·around pro~ram . "
" I'm very unpressed with Rey
Dempsey. and I think that he is one
of the top young coaches in the
country," he said. ''I'll be very
surprised if in the next couple of
years we' re not fighti ng to keep
him .
" As for the rest of the coaches.
their records have established them
as great coaches ."
" I ca n' t say enough for the wor k
of Bill Brown," he said " But now
it's tIme to get OU r feet wei ."

SIUtop priority for women's AD
By Pat Matred
Student Writer
For Charl ot te West. direct or of
women' s inte rcollegiate a thletics at
SIU , thert, will be ont' less job to
perform now .
West. professor o f ph ys ica l
education for wom e n. recently
completed a term as Commissioner
of National Champions hi ps for thE'
AssociatIon of Int e r col leg latl'
Athletics for Women ( AlA W) in
addition to her work at Southern.
Elected to a two-year te rm in
1974. West coordinated and oversaw
sports committees that decided how
tournaments. which determined 15
national champions. were to be
cnnducted and si tes fer each
selected She also had to see that thE'
tournaments were conduct e d
according to the regUlation s
determined by the AIAW.
Because she had to divide time
between work (or AIAW and SIU.
West said that she lacked the time
to do the work o( comm issioner as
well as she really would wa nt to
have done it
" AI AW needs a person who IS

e mployed full ·tlm e so she ca n
a ttend to the thousand a nd one
detai ls that an' IOvolved In the
con d u ct of a natIo nal cha m pionshIp," West saId.
Some nf those details IOciuded
detecting a ny proble m s wit h
facilities, publi CIZI ng the event a nd
gett ing offiCI als for ga mes .
Wes t sa id that a dedicated force of
coaches and ath letic di r ectors in
MAW who WE're wi ll ing to give
ser via? made her job much easier.
Increased a tt enda nce and high
ca lib re of play 10 tile cha mpi onsh ips
made West' s work very rewarding.
She noted lhat at the 1975 Bas ketball
Championships the re was sta nding
room only a nd people had to tx>
turned away.
" To be 10 attendance and see th~
thing that you had planned for a
wholE' yea r reallv come off was
personally s atISfying to me, " West
sa id
West was askl'(j to be a candidate
for the office of President ·Elect of
AlAW , but said no because s he
wanted to devote more li me to the
athletic prog ram a t S IU . Wes t
added, however. that i( she were

able to " get on top" of her work s he
wou ld g ladly run If as ked agai n to
do so.
But fo r the m o m e n t. Wes t
consi ders Southern as her fir st
priority,

Learn to

Sky Dive
at
Archway Sport Parachute Cen1er
Sparta, III.-City Airport

Year- Round Operation-Wed., Fri., Sat., Sun.
First Jump Course 11:00 a.m.

14JP

1=or NYJre Information
Call (618) 443-e02O
I f no answer 443-2081

Pet Center
10 Gallon
Deluxe Aquarium
SetUp

$26.99
Includes: 10 Gal. Aquarium-Canopy TopFlo. Light- No. 10 Natural Gravel- 6 Tubing
2 Way Valve- 10 Gal. Undergravel FilterHeater-Net- Thermometer-Pum~
And Fin Facts Booklet
Quanity
Sale Starta

5 Story Ban'boo Cage
For Finches and Canaries

Reg. $23.99
UlTited
Quani~

----------------------

Canine Headquarters
AKC-UKC Registered
Exclusive
3 Way Guarantee
~ Good-Boy

, Vitam" Drops

49c

~ ~o:~~~ F~a~r ,
THE FISH NET
Murdale Shopping Center
carbondale
Mln.·Fri. 1(>,8
Sal. 1<><1

PH: 549-1211
-- ~ ~--

Soccer Club
meeting slated

If this calculator doesn't
look familiar, look again!

The SIU International Soccer
Club has scheduled a meeting (or all ,
new and old members in Room A.
third floor , o( the Student Center
ThJrsday between 5 and 7 p.m .

SR-51A. ThaI's right. It's the new , improved version of the
SR-Sl , and the price is the same l Sturdier, more attractive.
with a better display, Provides instant science. engineering and
statistical solutions. Three addressable memories. Natural and
common logarithms. Trigonometric and hyperbolic functions
including deg/rad switch. Calculates a least·squares linear
regression on two-dimensionahandom variables. Displays
slope. intercept .. . and more. Statistically. computes fadorials
and permutations. Random number generator. Finds mean.
variance and standard deviation. Not shown on the keyboard
is the ability to perform 20 automatic conversions plus their
inverses. Basics include mils/ microns. feet/meters. fluid
ounces/liters. degrees/grads. degrees/radians ... and others.
Of interest to many will be degrees·minutes·S!<i0nds/decimaJ
degrees conversions. polar/rectangular conveflSons and
voltage ratio/decibel. 13-dedmal place accura internally.
Modified algebraic logic. t'M9.ei.

Interested persons who can' t
attend the meeting should call Ted
Wichmann at 457~9 or 453-22+4.

Plan your
summer fun at

KN<AID Vu..LAGE
MARINA
RR 4

rA.lrphytboro

687-3511

687-3512

BOAT RENTALS
Jon boat
& Sllilboal
boat

~boIIIs

"One of So. Illinois
most complete
Marina Services."
Page 22. DIlIlty Egyptian, ~ 2, 1976

Io)O~

SR·51A
From TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

~ ~ In ,'''' electronlC"nduorry

\7'f.

University
Bookstore
SIudent Center
536-3321

,s-
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When retired golf Coach Lynn
Holder walked out Ii his office
TuesdaY. his :.year reign as one Ii

Ii Hoider's golf coaching caree!'. In
1984 the Saluki golf team won the
NCAA championship, and Holder
was awarded the NCAA Golf Coach
Ii the Year award. In 1965, the team
finished second in the NCAA
"You can't deny the capabilities
Ii that (1964) championship squad. "
Holder said. when asked what team
he thought was the best he ever had.
" But my 1961 team that won the
HAC, took 47 straight matches from

SlUOs fllleSt coaches came to an end
Holder. who coached basketball
(194&-1958) Il9d started the golf
program (1947-19'18) for the Salukis.
had notl>jng but fond memories and
praise for the University . its
faculty, and especially the students
ano atnJetes he encountered over
the years.
"I came to Southern on June I, 1958-1961.
1946, and it seems like I just llot
" That 1961 team ( SIU did not play
here ," Holder recalled . " I ve NCAA then) was one of the greatest
enjoyed all Ii my activities here, in the United States," he added.
and feel that Southern has a great " We played in the best tournaments
faculty and the greatest core of all over the country. I would have
,put them up against anybOOy ."
coaches in the countrv."
To
appreciate
Holder ~
Holder remembered the early
contributions and achievements at yea rs when the golf program was
SIU, one must trace his history back being born. " We had a small budget
to his playing days , early coaching to work with and only four players, "
career and his service in the Navy. he said "I can remember that
Holder was an
All -State Evansville was a big rival They

many otbers."
Holder said the main factor he
thought about while scheduling was
how much school time his boys
would miss.
While his age is not a. top secret.
Holder laughed and said he was
"around 62 or 63."
Holder has high hopes for the
Saluki golf program and said ''('ve
laid the track down. Barnett (new

The future is unoertain for Holder
at this time, although he did say

that he will not lellve the Southern
Illioois area. "I grew up hen!, my
kids have gone to school here. I am
an ardent backer of Southern
Illinois," he said. "Tbere is no
nation where the people are more
congenial or more hospitable than

•
reIgn
in this area

~

this country."

en:r:s ~

;!y

then::
and record, but he did sum up his
liCe at SIU .ith this statement,
"'There was nothing. at any time.
with which I was oonCronted with.
that deviated. from my goal and
objective, which was in helping the
student. My dedication was to the
.student."

~~~~~e ~fgdh ~~f\~ :~ ar!: ~::U:~~irc~~~f~~hi~;U;~
1930. He later ei\iPed varsity letters
in football basketball and track at

tough. "
A championship caliber golf

SI~Pon

~~ai~onen~~~ t~~~ S~~JI~~

graduating from Sill

in

* Heppy Hour

1935. Holder took a head coaching

according to Holder .
job at I.awrenceville High and held
Holder sent a message to Athletic
that position until the outbreak of Director Gale Sayers evaluating the
World War II. He then served four program and pointing out the need
years in the Navy as lieutenant for such a facility . Holder said the
After the war he served as the !Dtire Southern Illinois area is in
Assistant Inspector General of the dire need of better golf facilities.
State of Illinois from 1949 to 1951.
" My kids have done fantastic over
Hold er was already coachi ng the years with the facilities we
basketball at SI U in 1946, and have." he said " The main thing.
program in 1947. He howeve!' . was the st udent himself.
started the g
is the only go f coach SI U has ever All my players had very high
had
academic marks . That ' s a
" I coached around :.JO basketball recruiting prerequ isite for an y

*

2 : 00-b:OO

*l"nch Speciel : Jumbo !ootdug
~nd e dreft ... b9c

Gocktl il., ''''ported S •• ,., & Wine.

f:o~~r a~~i~~'~1088~~a;r~n~:~ su.~~f;:!J~~~ful
NCAA scholarships then . We did it

boys in both
basketball and golf." he said. " We

Money woes aside,
CCHS ready to run
Juniors Bill Laser and Robert
Hesketh will be counted on for good
showings. too. Hollja said both
runners stayed busy during the
summer and ran in SIU's road
ruMers mini-meets.
" A cross country runner is a
distance runner who must stay in
s hape year round ." Holda
explained. " He can' t take time off
- he must be dedicated . During the
summer the runne!' will work on the
distance. then during the season. he
wi ll work on the s peed and
endura~ ~rt of cross country
competition.
When the squad is in training.
The money problems will make it Holda has his men running nine
tough for the team to travel the miles a day to prepare for the three
same schedule they did last year, miles they will have to run in a
but Holda still hopes for a good
meet.
season.
All cross country coaches dream
"We just won't meet any qualitr about having all five runners in a
meet finishing within one minute of
runners until the end of the season ••
Holda said "I told othPr coaches (in each other , and right at the top, of
the conference) that we would have course.
Holda said he has four runners in
a team no matter what. Now we are
just
getting
t he
schedule that zone right now. a nd the rest of
the
squad is coming on. " We should
straightened out "
be very tough." he said ' '('m just
The schedulint( and money hoping we can avoid injuries. 'That
matters aside. Holda talked about
really hurt us last season. "
the squad that finished second in the
The Terriers home course is at
South Seven CorJerence last season.
Evergreen Terrace, a three-mile,
"We are expecting a ~ood seas4J!l slightly rolling course.
from senior Dave Schrelmann. He s
The Benton runners , the
our No. 1 returnee and did an preseason favorites, figure to give
e)lcellent tob Ii staying in shape this the Terriers plenty of trouble this
summer,' Holda said
season.

By Dave HeaD
Daily ~gypdan Sporu Writer
A fund-raising program over the
summer saved the Carbondale
Community High School cross
country team, and the team is
preparing to improve on last
season's 7-\-\ finish.
" We needed to raise funds to
cover traveling costs ," said Coach
Gary Holda. who is entering his
third season at the helm . " I won ' t
be purehasing any new equipment.
so the money raised this summer
should cover it If not. I'll have to
throw in some bucks myself. "

Light Beer Dark Beer

coupon must
accompany order

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
MEANS FRIENDSHIP
MEET MEN WHO ENJOY STUDY,
WORK, SPORTS, AND SOCIAL
ACTIVITIES AS FRIENDS.
Party at

OU"

house

ThtKsday, September 2, 8 p.m.

-\

Import~

from
Germany
For the
Connoisseur

Bottles, Cans, Draught

109 Small Group Housing

Call for rides 453-5781
Daily Egyptian. Sep1eriIber 2. 1976. Page ZJ
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This Is the last pert 01

on SI U football .

II

quarterback still question mark

slx'Pllrt series

By Rick Korch
Dally EgypdaD Spona Editor
With ni~ days to go before the
football season starts, Coach Rey
Dempsey and his staff know who will be
catching the football , but still don' t
know who will be doing the throwing.
Bob Collins, 5-10, 180 Ibs., is now the
starting quarterback after taking over
the No. 1 spot from Tim Cruz, who won
it during spring training.
" Collins is doing ever y thing

mechanical r ight," said offensive
coordinator Joel Spiker. " But he still
needs game experience. He's a little
older than the rest and has a level
head."
Behind Collins is junior college
transfer Jim Kelly from Northeast
Oklahoma A&M. Kelly , 6-3,190 Ibs.,
dislocated his hip during spring
practice and just s tarted playing
recently without getting hit.
" But Cruz could still beat both of
them out," Spiker sa id. Cruz is a 6-0,
168 lb. junior.
After the top three quarterbacks,

there 's another group of three
quarterbacks -~>ne junior, and two
freshman.
The junior, Bob Dickson, is having a
hard time making the trans ition from
last rear's wishbone offense to this
year s Pro-I offense, Spiker said.
Dickson is 6-0, 182 Ibs.
Both freshmen, Ramon Carson, 6-3,
190 Ibs. from Sharon, Pa., and Reggie
Evans, 6-0, 170 Ibs. from Chicago, are
still learning the SIU system .
" With the proper time and coachin~ ,
it could be a real battle between them , '
Spiker said. "Both Carson and Evans

have great arms."
Although fresnmen take longer to get
accustomed to the new offense,
Dempsey said, " It wouldn' t bother us to
start a freshman ' ."
The Salukis split end , senior
Lawrence Love, is a deep threat, both
Dempsey and Spiker said.
.
" He has the speed to burn you on the
bomb, " Spiker said. " We' re high on
him , and think that he could beat
almost anyone. Spiker added "We won' t
be afraid to throw the bomb this year."
Love, 6-0, 180 lbs., was tied for second
on the Salukis in pass receiving last
year, although he caught only five
passes. Under the Salukis offense this
year, they will be throwing more than
last year's wishbone offense, and Love
will catch more passes. Love runs the
4O-yard dash in 4.6.
Behind Love is Jim Zumbahlen, a 6-2.
180 lb. junior. and Myron Turner, a 6-0,
171 lb. sophomore. Both players are
spring walk~ns to the team .
" We ' re counting on Zumbahlen
play ing a lot," Spiker sa id. " He doesn't
have blinding s peed like Love, but he
has good hands.
" Turner caught ~90 passes a night
during the summer and has worked
himself to be a good receiver." he said.
" He has good hands ."
A big battle is b rewing at tight end
between transier Greg Warren and
former -fullback Hugh Fletcher.
" Right now they ' re both equal and
pretty soon one of them is going to have
to take the bull by the horns and take
the job over," Spiker said.
" Warre n has the s ize ( 6-5, 235 Ibs.)
and speed to be an outstanding tight
end , and he ca tches well."
" But Fletcher is the bett er blocker,
a nd he wasn' t sw itched to tight e nd
unt il th e r e we re onl y ei ~ da ys

:~~~~~~din F~~~~~~/i~a~~~e220 Ig~~er

Saluki quarterback Jim Kelly hands off to an
unidentified Saluki during practice Wednesday,
Keily. >Mlo dislocated his hip during spring practice
in May, is slowing recovering. but has yet to be
tackled in practice, During Wednesday's practice.

Dempsey sent the defense after Kelly to see how he
would hold UP. but the offensive line kept them away.
and he escaped without a scratch. (Staff photo by
carl Wagner)

•
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World's No.1 trotting race comlng
Lloyd Arnold farms 12,000 acres between Geneseo,

:.:-............ ....................................... ' ,' ........ ::::':::.,. ............. :-:-:.:.:.:.:

III. and Charles City , Iowa , and runs a race track in
Sacramento. Calif. Arnold owns 20 racing horses 2-4
years old. Stable hands call Arnold a " multi ·
millionaire," and Arnold calls harness racing a
"hobby , not my. source of income."
.
Richard Farrington is a trainer and driver of
harness racing' horses . He has 25 years of experience
and works for Lloyd Arnold.
They are both in Du Quoin for the harness racing at
the Du Quoin State Fair. They sit in the shade and sip
tea and talk of barness racing in general and the
Hambletonian in particular.
The Hambletoruan is the Kentucky Derby of the
trotting races. Trotting horses must maintain a
specific gait during the entire J:ace, they are not
allowed to break stride into a full gallop, and they
must pull behind them a sulky in which the driver sits.
The " Hambo" will be run in Du Quoin Saturday
~:~lrl. at 12 :20 p.m ., and will be nationally televised
Both Arnold and Farrington agree the Ham·
bletonian truly is the most prestigious race in trotting ,
that the label is not just media hype. And Arnold
would be "very disappointed to see the race moved
anywhere else other than Du Quoin ."
The 1976 Hambletonian has the richest harness'
racing purse ·in the world, $263,299.
Hambletonian has spent 20 years of its 51 . year
history'
u Quoin, a town of less than 7,000. The
Hambo was
ed from Goshen, N.Y. to Du Quoin in
1956. " Now, "
ys Arnold, " Du Quoin is part of the
his torr, of harn
racing. It's a place horsemen point
to go. '
Illinois le,galized pari-mutuel betting on the
Hambletonian last year and as a result, says Arnold,
" assured its stay in Dlinois, and assured it will get
bigger every year, " Crowds last year wagered over
$225,000 on Hambletonian Day.

The Dougout
By Doug Dorris
Assistant Sports Editor

Both horsemen agreed the IS-house field of 3-yearolds is the most evenly matched in their memory . In
the build-up to the Hambo, seven different horses have
won the last seven stake races.
Still I asked both to pick a favorite, as sort of public
service for SIU students who venture to Du Quom and
want to bet on the race. despite not knowing a horse
from a cow.
Their personal fa vorite was Lola 's Express, a
trotter from Holland just coming off a win at the
Illinois State Fail;. in Springfield . Trainer Farrington
feels Lola 's Express is a horse hiJting its peak at the
right time.
As a second choice, they go with Swedish-{)wned
Tropical Storm , who has the fastest mile clocking of
the season, 1:57.3. By comparison the record for the

=r:~e 1~~~~=t~n~rkOv~~r!! ~hS:i:e ~~d SU~

Pershing.
Neither likes Nevele Thunder, last year the top 2year-{)Id in the country . Nevele Thunder was syn·
dicated for $1.5 million at the beginning of this season .
He is owned by Stanley Dancer, who has trained or
driven four previ~ Hambo winners.
According to FarrilJton, "There is something about
Nevele Thunder, be s not getting his air. He's
definitely not the favcrite ."

Arnold ad vises students to , " Bet to win , not to place
or show . It's the only way to make money ."
Farrington and Arnold emphasize that starting
position is very important to the outcome of the race.
" The rail is the ' most adv'lntageous position on any
tract, " says Arnold. This year the pole sitter is Zoot
Suit , owned by Stanley Dancer, and the winner of an
earlier stake race of the season.
Lola 's Express is buried in the center of the field, in
the lIth position, Pershing is near the rail in the 4th
position, while Tropical Storm and Nevele Thunder
hold the outside two positions, respectively.
The Hambo is staged in heats until one horse'tas
won two heats. If the first three heats are won by th?ee
different horses, a run-{)(f involving only these three
horses determines the Hambo winner .
.
Arnold 's interest in the Hambletonian will only be as
a spectator, as he owns none of the horses entered this
year. He does however own a pacing horse, Warm
Breeze, that tied the world's r ecord for a one mile
track ( I : 54.4 ) in Springfield recently . Warm Breeze
~ilI run Saturday in Du Quoin in one of the pacing
races, though the startil)g time has not yet been
determined.
.
The oval at Du Quoin is considered a very fast track
and if the weather is
Saturday it is a very reai
possibility Warm Breeze couJd set a new world's
record.
Harness racing will be held at the Du Quoin State
Fair every day starting at 1 p.m . from Wednesday
through Monday Sept. 6.
The world's No. 1 trotting rac~ and a chance to see a
world's pacing record certainly to me seems reason
enough to blow off any studies this saturday and drift
on up to Du Quoin .

